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A STUDY OF ION LINE BROADENING 
IN THE TOfiHAC DISCHARGE 
Robert Stephen Shaw 

Departaent of Physics, University of California 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, California 94720 

ABSTRACT 
Tormac (Toroidal Magnetic Cusp) is a Magnetic confineaent plasaa 

concept having absolute minimum-B geoaetry. Two versions of Toraac 
are considered here. Tornac T IV-c has a glass vessel of rectangular 
cross section, 0.5 m in diameter. The confineaent field rises to 
- 4.5 fcG in - 8.3 usee. Tonnac T V has a T-shaped glass vessel, 1 n 
in diameter, with a field of - 3 kG, rising in - 10 ysec. 

Gaussian Hell 4686 A spectral liner having full widths at half 
maximum over 2 A have been observed in both Tomac plasaas. Interpre
tation of these widths as due to thermal Ooppier broadening would give 
ion temperatures of > 100 eV, in contradiction with other diagnostics. 
Indications are that these widths are not siaply explained either by 
thermal Doppler broadening, or Stark broadening due to interparticle 
fields. Magnetic probe measurements indicate that compressions' 
Alfver mode* are excited by the main containment field rise in T IV-c. 
No indication of this was found in T V. The fluid notion associated 
with this mode is used to explain the broadening of Kell 4686 A durirq 
cusp field rise in T IV-c, at which time the broadening is greatest. 
After field peak, the broadening is explained as Stark broadening due 
to turbulence excited by a large toroidal plasaa current, which 
persists long after cusp peak. This current is larger in T V, and is 
taken as the sole mechanism for the line broadening. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Tormac Concept 

Since the early 1950's, the idea of producing power froa fusion 
reactions has appeared very attractive. A virtually inexhaustible 
supply of fuel for these reactions was known to exist as naturally-
occurring deuterium in the waters of the ocean. The aany advantages 
of fusion power include the lack of radioactive waste products. 
absence of a waste heat problem, inherent safety against nuclear 
explosions, and the possibility of oirect conversion of charged 
particle energy into electrical energy, bypassing inefficient heat 
exchangers. 

To produce fusion reactions, the nuclei of tne interacting 
particles must be given enough energy to overcome their coulumb 
repulsion. To do this, the fjel "mist be heated to temperatures of 

a a m 

10-10 K, as in the interior of stars. In addition, the fuel aust 
be contained long enough for a significant number of fusion retct'ons 
to occur. One approach is to use magnetic fields to keep the plasma 
awdy from any material walls, interaction with which could contaminate 
and cool the plasma. 

Many magnetic field configurations have been proposed and pursued, 
the Tokamak and the magnetic mirror being the most popular. However, 
numerous economic and technical requirements roust be met for any design 
to become commercially viable. A number of smaller power plants are 
preferable over a very large, centralized plant, as they would side
step the problem of transporting power over large distances, in order 
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to achieve adequate confinement tine in a Tokaaak reactor, the reactor 
must be made uneconomically large. Further, efficient use of contain
ment magnetic fields is a definite advantage. This property may be 
described by the *, which is the ratio of contained plasma pressure to 
the magnetic field pressure [» « (8»p/B 2)]. The higher the a, the 
more plasma pressure may be held by a given magnetic field. Contain
ment schemes which rely on closed maonetic field lines, such as the 
Tokamak, have good particle containment properties, but are found to 
have a s limit, above which instabilities occur and cause loss of 
plasma confinement. In Tokamak, this t limit is thought to be a few 
percent. Therefore, to confine a quantity of plasma in a Totamak, 
much power must be used to produce the confining magnetic field — 
resulting in a large reactor. 

Open magnetic field line configurations, such as the magnetic 
mirror, do not have this B limitation. However, particle confinement 
nn open lines is poor, so that only a fraction of the fuel is burned 
while the rest is lost. 

Tomtac, toroidal magnetic cusp, is a magnetic containment scheme 
having an absolute minimum-!? geometry; i.e., the plasma is contained 
in a region where the inagnetic field strength ircreases in every 
direction away from the plasma. It has been shown that absolute 

1 2 3 minimum-B devices are MHO sUble, even at high values of B. 
Unfortunately, absolute minimum-B configurations require open magnetic 
field lines. " * Tormac uses both open and closed magnetic field 
lines; the open lines provide stability, while the closed lines give 
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good particle confinement. The closed lines are in the toroidal 
direction and are generated by currents along the axis of the Systeo. 
The bulk of the Tomac plasaa Is located on these closed field lines, 
while a thin sheath a few Ion gyroradii wide separates this central 
region from the open field lines (see Fig. 1). The open field lines 
are in the form of a bicusp. Figure 2 coapares the Tokaaak and Toraac 
geometries. Note that the pololdal field is doainant at large aajor 
nrii'js, while the toroidal field is dominant at saall aajor radius. 
The advantage of this nagnetic field geoaetry is that a high s plasma 
may be stably contained and that particle losses nay be kept low. 

A simple cusp, witnout the internal closed field lines, is shown 
in Fig. 3. This configuration has absolute ainiaum-B, and is there
fore MHO stable. However, because of the low internal field magnitude. 
the particles move in essentially straignt lines, until they are lost 
at the cusp points; i.e., the simple cusp acts as a container with 
holes at each of the cusp points. The particle motion is thus non-
adiabatic. The flux of particles out one cusp is given by r " i nv, 
where v is thr average velocity of the contained particles, and n is 
the density. Therefore, the number of particles per second lost per 
length out of a cusp line is given by 

d N - 1 „ , dt " T n v* 

where i is the effective hole size, isually taken as Pi. '̂  The 

total number of particles per length is 
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Open lines 
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CONFIGURATION CONTRASTED HITH TMC I M A M * AVERAGE 
MINI-MI B. IN BOI:« CASES, TOROIDAI FIELDS MTM * 
1/R DEPENDENCE PROVIDE FAVORABLE CURVATURE AT SXAtL 
MAJOR RADIUS. 
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N - .rj n . 

where r Is the alitor radius of the plasaa. Then the cuntalnment 
time of a simple cusp is given by 

r 2 

Setting 4 • P-; and v - (T/m)l/2 

.. eB 2 

q Later theories of the cusp make use of symmetries that may 
exist in the system. Fcr example, a toroidal line cusp, as found in 
Tormac, has toroidal symmetry. This symmetry causes a generalized 
canonical momentum to oe conserved, which in turn causes the particle 
motion to be different from a free gas escaping from a ho'e. Those 
particles not lost immediately need to undergo collisions in order to 
escape. Therefore, the confinement tine for a symmetric cujp scales 
as T.., the ion-ion collision time, just as a magnetic mirror. 

In Tormac, a further lengthening of the confinement time is 
achieved by the closed field lines of the stuffing field. Since 
there is field everywhere in the plasma, the particle motion ir the 
bulk of the plasma is adiabatic; i.e., magnetic field scale lengths in 
this region are longer than the gyroradii of the particles. An 
invariant is now present, which was not present in the unstuffed cusp. 

The stuffing field, therefore, sets up two distinct regions: an 
interior region having plasma with frozen-in closed magnetic field 
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lines and an external region having open magnetic field lines. These 
two regions are separated by a sheath. The magnetic field strength on 
the surface of the plasma is a constant and increases away from the 
plasma. Magnetic shear is strong Inside the sheath. 

The plasma in the interior region is thought to be Maxwellia.i. 
Here, vp * o, since there are no poloidal currents. The plasma in 
the sheath, however, is mirror contained, having a confinement time 
-i.j, as discussed above. The sheath then makes up the lost 
particles by drawing en the plasma in the interior region. There is 
a balance between particles lost from the sheath along the open Held 
lines, and particles diffusing into the Shaath from the bulk plasm<. 
Balancing these two processes gives a value for the snenh thickness 
of ~ p^. Therefore, the picture of the Toraac particle loss is 
that particles are lost from tne sheath along the open field "lines 
with a time ~ t.., and the sheath eats into the bulk plasma to make 
up this loss. The particle containment time for Tormac is 

V b u U _ *"p 
TTormac rii V s h e a r h

 Tii 2p7 

This is quite an enhancement over the mirror confinement time ana the 
unstuffed cusp confinement time: 

T Tormac _ p 
Mirror 2p-

Tormac __ T.. v_ ~ _i_ ~ ion r.,ean free path 
1 1 r r plasma radius 

Cusp P P 
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Both of these ratios can be cade large. T c s p "id TToro»c * r e 

shown In Fig. 4. Note that both f C u s and T j 0 r - 4 C scale -B, 
whereas t C ( J S p - r* and * l o f m K - r p. To show the Improved 
Tormac scaling over that of a staple cusp, • minimus Ion temperature 
1s required. This temperature Increases as n increases, since 
TTormac ~ h w h i 1 e TCusp d o e s "* d e" e n d o n "• A t n ' * 

15 -3 
x 10 cm , thii cross-over temperature Is - 120 eV, for all 
magnetic field strengths. 

For the Tormac scaling to occur, It Is Important for the two 
regions to remain separate; I.e., particles in the interior region 
having a Maxwellian distribution should not mix with the sheath 
particles having a loss cone distribution. To accomplish this, all 
the drift orbits of the interior region particles must be closed. 
These particles experience VB and curvature B drifts in the p 
stuffing field (Fig. 5). A rotational transform is necessary to close 12 these orbits. To compute this, let Vrf DP the drift velocity, and u R be the circulation frequency in the poloidal direction. 

cmVN
 Z cmVj Z 

Vd = qRB + '2W iff" EciT v« -r) • 

where R is the major radius, q is the charge, V and V are the 
components of the particle velocity parallel and perpendicular to B, 
and 
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10' 
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For hydrogen plasma 
B= IkG 
n'lxiO^cm"-5 

r p = 5cm 

10* 
T, (eV) 

I 0 3 

XSL 804-719 
Fig. 4 . Cusp confinement time and Toniiitc :onfinenent times vs ion .temperature. 
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Geometry for drift orbit calculation 
XBL 789-2206 

Fig. 5. V D IS THE CRIFT VELOCITY IN THE NONUNIFORM INTERNAL 
TOROIDAL FIELD. ""R IS THE CIRCULATION FREOUENCY AND IS 
DETERMINED BY THE ROTATIONAL TRANSFORM AND THE PARALLEL 
VELOCITY OF THE PLASMA PARTICLES. 
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«i mvfe-
For these orbits to close, the tine it tak«s the particle to drift 
across the plasma, t., should be longer than the tine it takes to 
make one poloidal rotation, T. 

t„ - r /V d p a 

Now let , be the rotational transform-

2.R B, P 
P T 

where B is the poloidal magnetic field and 6 t is the toroidal 
magnetic field, i is the angle in the poloidal direction through 
which a field line rotates for one complete rotation in the toroidal 
direction. 

x Vll . 
U R = UT 27 T 7i 

where u, is the circulation frequency in the toroidal direction, and 
it is assumed that B T » B in the bulk plasma. Therefore, 

2 
V 
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For the drifts to close, i < trf, »o 

4.2R rp r p R " i " * IT " —T ' 7~ II' 'd (Vj • V-/?) 

This implies that 

4 tf*2

Bi 

rp 

and 

-P>^-»T ft) ft)-
Since both (-EJ and i-jr-) ™ay °e "anall, not much poloidal field Is 
needed. ** 

In addition to this rotational transform, it is necessary for the 
sheath to be stable. Sheath structure and stability have been 
examined, but various problems remain unsolved. • » i i» l Micro-
instabilities are expected to play a role in sheath structure and 
stability, due to large gradients, the lost cone distribution, aniso
tropic pressure, and large drift velocities present in the sheath. 
However, high B as well as magnetic sheer provide a stabilizing 
influence. 1 5 - 2 0 
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Several versions of the Tomuc concept have been built and 
operated. . This thesis is concerned with diagnostic studies in 
two versions, T IV-c and T V. In particular, it deals with an 
explanation of helium ion line broadening that n*J been intended as a 
means to determine the ion temperature in the Toraac discharges. 
Problem 

. 77-29 
Hell 4686 A is widely used as a plasma diagnostic. Tts 

applicability depends on tie density, temperature, and nature of 
plasma formation. Primarily used as an ion temperature diagnostic in 
low temperature plasmas, the lines are interpreted as being broaaened 
by the thermal Doppler effect. For Zaxwellian ions, the line shape is 
Gaussian, and the full width at half maximum gives the ion temperature. 
Gaussian Hell 4686 A spectra! lines having widths corresponding to ion 
temperatures of ; 100 eV are routinely -jtainpd in Tormac. However, 
Thomson scattering measurements indicate an electron temperatire of 
- 5 eV. At this temperature and density, - 3x10 cm" , electron 
drag would drain any initial ion energy in a time less than the 
duration ot the observed broauering, and power input is inadequate to 
sustain high ion temperature in the presence of such drag. Magnetic 
probes indicate that the confinement field rapid"j penetrates the 
entire plasma. Therefore, the plasma is on open field lines in 
contact with the walls, and is expected to remain cold, since energy 
would rapidly be conducted along these open lines to the walls. 

Additional evidence of a cold plasma is aviilable. No X-rays were 
detected by B. R. Myers with an X-ray detector on T IV-a. Spectroscopic 
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maasurements using line to line ana line to continuum indicate an 

electron temperature of < 10 eV in T IV and T V. Measurements 

done by 6. Feinberg on T V using a Faraday cup showed e.- electron 

temperature of < 10 eV. 

An upper bound on the plasma temperature may be estimated from the 

energy deposition on the glass walls, following Reference 32. Since 

no marks were left on the. T IV-a pyrex vessel where plasma streaming 

out the cusp points is expected to contact the glass (the mirror 

points are on the glass in T IV), 

T 7.55 x 10 9 

' 2/3 f 1/3 • 

where T is the temperature in eV, n is tne plasma density in cm , 

ano t i- the time required for the glass surface to reach its 

boiling temperat. re. This assumes that no net current goes to the 

vessel walls, and tnst the flux of particles is - A nv . !f t is 

taken to be 10 usee, which is tne approximate length of time of the 

density compression (Fig. 39), ano n - 3 x 10 cm , then T < 20 eV. 

The temperature inferred from Hell 4686 A widths is far above that 

at which helium snould be fully ionizeo. Stark broadening due to 

interparticle fields is relatively small at these densities. Ail 

diagnostic and other evidence, except tne interpretation of the 

broadening of Hell 4686 A as due to the thermal Doppler effect, 

indicates that the Tormac plasma is dense and cold. The problem 
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addressed by this thesis Is, then, why these spectral lines are so 
broad and Gaussian. It will be demonstrated that a combination of 
mass motion associated with driven compressional Aifven modes, and the 
Stark effect due to turbulence can account for this broadening. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 
A. Tormac T iv-c 

The T IV-c experiment is the smaller of the two considered 
n e r e . 7 , 2 1 , 3 3 , 3 4 , 3 5 The vacuim vessel is a glass torold of rectangular 
cross section (Fig. 6 ) . The dimensions and coil locations are illus
trated in Fig. 7. The details of construction have been discussed 

34 35 elsewhere • and will only be summarized here. 
The vacuum vessel is pyrex and is puaped by a turbcmolecular pump 

(260 1/sec) to a base pressure of 1x10 Torr. The main bicusp 
windings consist of a copper axial conductor, for creating the toroidal 
component of the bicusp field, in series with 100 parallel wires 
wrapped in solenoid of varying pitch, for the poloidal component of 
the bicusp field. This series arrangement was done to ensure that the 
ratio of poloidal to toroidal current was constant throughout the 
pulse. This, together with backwinding, helps decouple this coil from 
other coils. The main bank, consisting of eight 14.1 uf capacitors in 
parallel, has a total capacitance of 113 vr and is normally charged to 
15 kV. It is switched by ei^nt 7703-type ignitrons, one for each 
capacitor, and has a rise time of -8.3 usee. Sixteen ow-inductance 
cables run from the bank to a two copper plate arrangement, across 
which are four 5555-type ignitrons, which serve as crowbars. An 8-inch 
wide strip line connects this to the experiment. The measured induct
ance is - 300 nH and resistance is - 7m.7, giving a peak current of 



10 1/2 

.3" Thick outer cylinder 

1/2" Pyrex plate 

5/16" Thick inner cylinder 

Glass vessel and access 
XBL 789-2219 

Fig. f 
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-Preionizer coils-

Shnker heating coil 
< • 

tzaza Poloidal field coils • 
izzazzzzizzzzzza 

24 cm 

T 
75c 1 

—Glass 
vacuum 
chamber 

t 
75 cm 

24 cm 

Copper liner 

1 

XBl. 794-I28IA 

Fig. 7. A scnecetic of the TIV vessel showing dimensions ind 
coil locations. The device is toroidally svnnetric 
around the indicated center l i n e . 
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- 260 kA for 15 kV charging voltage. This gives a peak field at the 

plasms surface of - 4.5 kG. The poloidal field lines produced by 

these coils are shown in Fig. 8. The |B| contours are shown in 

Fig. 9. The absolute minimum-B is clearly seen. 

The preionization bank consists of two sections: 1) a low-

frequency (- 120 kHz) bank having one 2.14 pf capacitor driving a pair 

of toroidal two-inch wide straps in parallel, ano 2) a high-frequency 

(- :00 kHz) bank having two 0.04 i>f capacitors driving two toroidal 

loops in parallel, one on each end of the vessel. Both banks are 

charged in parallel to 25-30 kV and fired by a spark gap. They are 

crowbarred by means of two 7703-type ignitrons. 

The bias field is created by an 8-turn solenoid powered by a 375 

uf capacitor charged to 1-4 kV. The rise time is - 200 psec. This 

bank is meant to apply a field of - 150-600 6, which reaains 

essentially constant throughout the experiment. 

A shaker heating bank, the coils of which are illustrated in 

Fig. 7, was used on T lV-a, an earlier experiment, as a wans of 

heating the plasma. This bank was to launch magneto-acoustic waves 

into the plasma, where they would be absorbed. A small effect was 

noted with spectroscopic diagnostics at pressures below 50 mTorr and 

no effect was seen above 50 mTorr. Shaker heating is not used in the 

experiments reported here. 
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Fig. 8. POLOIDAL FIELD LINES ( P s i CONTOURS) 
OUTPUT FROM VACUUM FIELD PROGRAM. THE 
POSITION OF THE GLASS VESSEL IS SHOWN BY 
HEAVY LINES. 

XBL 789-11085 
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Fig- 9- |B| CONTOURS, OUTPUT FROM VACUUM FIELD 
PROGRAM. THE POSITION OF THE GLASS 
VESSEL IS SHOWN BY HEAVY LINES. 

XBL 789-11084 
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The experimental sequence, illustrated in Fig. 10, begins with the 
introduction of a gas mixture (80S Kg, ?0S He) Into the vessel at 10 
to 100 mTorr. The slowly-rising bias field is applied. The two pre-
ionlzation banks are then discharged. They induce toroidal electric 
fields which ionize the gas, freeze 1n the bias field, and generate a 
toroidal current. This current of a few kA supplies the rotational 
transform necessary for Tomac scaling. After about 15 usee, t>» uiain 
bank is discharged, rising to - 4.5 kV in - S.3 usee. The cusp field 
induces toroidal currents, which are necessary for the high s 
equilibrium. At the peak of the cusp field, the preionization banks 
are crowbarred. 
8. Toraiac T V 

T V is a much larger device, • ' as shown in Fig. 11. In T IV, 
the mirror point, i.e., that is the point of strongest Magnetic field 
following the poloidal field towards the cusp point, occurs outside 
the vessel. This means that the particles in the sheath are in com
munication with the walls and are never expected to get hot. In T V, 
however, the "T" sections were made so that the mirror points are 
located inside the vessel away from the walls. This means that the 
contained particles are not touching trc walls. Further, particles 
that do escape through the cusp, as well as any impurities from the 
wall., have trouble getting into the plasma, since they must climb a 
ma&;ietic barrier. This is illustrated in Fig. 12, showing the 
poloidal field lines, and in Fig. 13, showing the |B| surfaces for 
T V. The purpose of T V was to test Tormac coni~-;nement scaling. 
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XBL 804-4144 

Fig. 10 The TIV experimental sequence. 
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Fig. 11. Schematic of the TV va<;sel. The device is toroidally symmetric 

around the indicated center line. 
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Fig. 13. |B| contours, output from vacuun field program for TV. 
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The T V vessel is pyrax, and i; pumped to a base pressure of 

5x10 Torr by a turbomolecular pump. The cusp windings are very 

similar to those of T IV. They consist of 132 parallel conductors 

mounted in lexan and wound into a solenoid of varying pitch. There is 

a copper center conductor in series with this winding to provide the 

toroidal component of the f'eld. The -usp capacitor bank is different 

from that of T IV, since it is meant to store much more energy. The 

bank consists of three sub-banks, which are charged in parallel and 

discharged in series. The total capacitance is 81.6 «f, charged 

effectively to 36 kV. This has a stored energy of - 53 kj, comoared 

with 13 kJ in T IV-c. The bank is switched by 7/03-type ignitrons 

mounted in the bank, one for tvery two capacitors. The containment 

field windings may be thought of as three sections in series. Low-

inductance cables lead from the three sections of the capacitor bank 

to the three sections of the main coil, as illustrated in Fig. 14. 

The rise time is - 10 usee, giving an inductance of - 1.0 uH and a 

resistance of - lOmrt. The bank is crrwbarred by 7703-type ignitrons 

mounted directly on the windings at the vessel, 8 ignitrons for each 

of the three sections. Th^re was mucn troub".̂  with this crowbar 

arrangement, which was responsible for the low limit of the charging 

voltage. The field at the plasma was - 3 kG for normal operation. 

The preioni2ation bank was redone while T V was in operation. 

Originally, a simple arrangerent was used as in T IV; i.e., a small 
77 3ft bank powered four'toroidal coils. It was discovered," ' however, 

that the start-up phase in Tormac is very important. Before the main 
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Fig. 14. Schematic of the cusp field generating circulf 1n T V. 
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bicusp field is applied, the bias and preionize banks trt expected to 

produce a toroidal Z-pinch plasaa; i.e., a toroidal field is frozen 

into the plasma, and a toroidal current is induced, giving the lines a 

helical twist. It was known that in T IV the safety factor, 

q - * V » 
was less than 1 ; the preionization phase was not Tokaoak-like. From 

Z-pinch experience, i t was found that the most stable discharges 

occurred when the pinch parameter o = B/EU sat isf ies 

1.2 < « <_ 2 

For e > 2, relaxation to a stable a <_ 2 regime by rapid short wave-
39 length instabi l i t ies have been observed in Z-pinches. Since T IV 

has e _> 2 .4 , this relation to a stable regime may play a role in 

Tormac start-up. With the simple preionization bank, start-up in T v 

was very d i f f i c u l t . The Z-pinch discharge was very unstable and could 

not be expected to last long enough for the cusp to provide s tab i l i t y . 

Therefore, the preionization bank was redone in order to produce a s 

more .'ike T IV, the start-up of which was believed successful. This 

entailed producing more toroidal current in the plasma, and having the 

correct "vertical f ie lds" for equilibrium. This was done, as i l l u s 

trated in Figs. 15 and 16, by having three sets of windings: 1) wind

ings toroidally around the outside of the vessel, 2) windings on each 
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side of the vessel, and 3) bindings inside the axial core of the 

device. These windings Mere powered ry a bank consisting of 12 

capacitors, a parallel arrangement of three In series (see Fig. IS) . 

The three were charged in parallel arid discharged In series in a Narx 

arrangement. The total capacitance was 19.3 »f, with an effective 

charging voltage of * - k>'. The bank, switched with a 7703-type 

ignitron minted on each capacitor, rang with a frequency of SO kHz, 

and was not crowbarred. 

The bits field windings consist of a 16-turn solenoid, 4 turns in 

series and 4 of these in parallel. The bias bank had six 37S «f 

capacitr-s in parallel, charged to 3 kV and switched by a single 

7703-type ignitron. The rise cine is - 230 usee, and "hi field at the 

plasma center is - 500 G. 

A shaker heating arrangement was used on T v at one time. Not 

much effect was noticed, and for the experiments reported here, no 

shaker heating was used. 

The experimental sequence is thr same on T v and T IV. The gas 

mixture (802 H-, 20% He) is introduced v* t»:« bias Sank discharged. 

When the bias peaks, the prsior jation bank is fired, breaking down 

the gas and creating a toroidal current of up to 100 It A. The cusp 

field is then applied at - 23 ust;c after the preionize, peaks in 

- 13 ysec to a value of - 3 kG and is crowbarred. The preionization 

bank was not crowbarred. 
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C. Diagnostics - T IV 
A -.umber of diagnostics have been used on Toraac, and will be 

discussed below: 
(1) Magnetic Probes; These probes are used to record the time 
variation of various components of the magnetic field at a nuaber of 
spatial positions throughout the vessel. Two probes are used: a 
radial probe is inserted into the vessel radially at the axial center, 
an axial probe is inserted into the vessel at fixed aa^jr radius and 
can be moved parallel to the axis. Each probe consists of two separate 
coils, wound in such a way as to measure mutually-perpendicule' conpo-
nents of the magnetic field. These coils were wound on a 2.5 •• 
diameter wooden stick and placed inside a 4 ram diaaeter 12 inch long 
quartz tube (Fig. 17). 

The coils of the radial probe are separated by 1 ca and are 
identical, except that their axes are perpendicular. Each coil con
sists of IS turns of #37 wire, wound through 2 holes, drilled 7 on 
apart through the wooden shaft. The axial probe has one coil wound as 
described above, and another coil in the form of a solenoid. This 
c.il consists of 45 turns of #37 wire wound around the wooden shaft, 
and has a length of 7 mm. In both probes, the leaa* are twisted 
together in pairs and connected at the ends of the quartz tubes to 50sv 
RG178B cables. Each probe also has a null coil, consisting of a 
twisted pair of wires shorted at the end. This measures any electro
static pickup or magnetic pickup in the leads. 
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The probes enter the vessel through compression fittings. The 
typical data taking procedure is as follows: 

a) The probe is moved to the desired spatial position and 
oriented to measure the various components of tha aagnetic 
field. 

b) Data shots are repeated to ensure reproducibility or to 
measure shot to shot variation. 

c) Ths probe is rotated 180° to see if the signals exactly 
reverse. This test is to ensure that the signals are 
magnetic in origin. 

d) The null coil is occasionally checked to be sure that there 
is no sti ay signal. This coil always gave negligible signals. 

From Faraday's law, the response of the probes is given by 

V = H T 8 na jj| 

where V is the voltage out (in volts), n is the nunber of turns in the 
2 * 

coil, a is the area of each turn in cm , and B is the field compo
nent in Gauss. To give the magnetic field, a passive integrator of 
time constant RC = IOC usee is used, which gives 

V = 10" 4 na B , (1) 

2 
na fo r the co i l s is ca lcu 'a t^a t o be 2.63 cm , while for the 

2 
soienoid i t i s 2.2 en . 100 ysec integrators are chosen since the 

longest time of in te res t in studying f i e l d penetration i s the cusp 

r i se t ime , which i s - 8.3 psec. 
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The probes are calibrated! by putting them into a known Magnetic 
field. This field is generated by discharging a 1 >if capacitor charged 
to 3 kV through a Helanoltz coil of radius S.7 ca. Since the current 
through the coil can be measured, the magnetic field can be known 
accuntety. The calibration of the probes is done using the 100 usee 
integrators, which are separately calibrated. The Measured na for the 

2 ? 
three coils is ~ 2.17 c m , while for the solenoid, na » 2.18 ca . 

Equation 1 is valid for frequencies 

u < R/L . 

The inductance of the coils is calculated to be 2.5 uH, and that of 
the solenMd to be 22 uH. Therefore, the probe-integrator system 
using 50ft cable is good for frequencies up to 10 HHz. 

The perturbation of the plasma by a quartz probe has been studied 
32 by Lovberg. The time for which the probe may be used before 

boil-off of the quartz causes contamination of the plasma is given by 

, 4.31 x IP 2 9
 c o r . t • *-* sec , 

n^T-5 

where n is the density in c m , and T is the temperature in eV. For 
15 3 the Torma'" IV plasma, n - 3x10 cm and T - 5eV, so that 

t - 380 «sec. Therefore, for the times of interest in this 
experiment, the perturbation caused by the probe is not serious. 
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(2) He-He Laser Interferometer: The interferometer is used to 
determine the time variation of the integral of the electron density 
along the line of sight for lines of sight parallel to the machine 
axis at various major radii. Six holes, drilled into the fiberglass 
end panels protecting the vessel and supporting the colls, allow access 
to the plasma at the following major radii: 10.24 cm. 12.15 cm, 
14.05 cm, 16.0 cm, 17.9 cm, and 19.8 cm (- 1.9 cm separation). An end 
on view of the vessel s II 1 ttrated in Fig. 18, which shows 12 pos
sible interferometer positions, of which only 6 were used. The inter
ferometer is suspended above the vessel by springs and pulleys, and is 
easily lowered or raised into the desired position. 

The arrangement of the interferometer components is illustrated in 
Fig. 19. The entire unit is built into a rigid fiberglass frame. 
This helps to cut down mechanical vibrations, and makes the inter
ferometer very rugged and portable. The He-Ne laser {- 5mW power) is 
mounted on top of the fiberglass, as is mirror 1 and the selsyn-
controlled mirror. The other components are inside the hollow frame. 
All components have mounts with adjusting screws for fine adjustment 
of their orientation. 

The laser light is led by mirrors 1 and 2 to the beamsplitter, 
where it is di.ideo into two beams of approximately equal length. One 
beam goes through the plasma, to mirror 3, to the selsyn-controlled 
mirror, and back again to the beamsplitter. From there it goes through 
the filter-lens arrangement to a light pipe. The selsyii-controlled 
mirror is adjusted from outside the high voltage screen cage. 
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Frequently during operation, this mirror is adjusted to give maximum 
intensity of the beam at: the light pipe. 

The reference bean goes from the beamsplitter to mirrors 4 and 5 
o.,d back to the splitter, where it interferes with the other beam at 
the light pipe. Mirror 5 is glued to the center of a small speaker 
(2 inches diameter), the position of which Is conti ailed by a feedback 
network. The purpose of this scheme is to reduce the effect of 
mechanical and acoustic vibrations. The feedback network attempts to 
hold the fringe pattern constant, and can respond on a timescale of 
-1 msec. The circuit cannot respond on the timescale of Interest 
during a plasma shot (~ lOOpsec) and, therefore, has no effect on the 
density data. Vibrations, however, are typically in the range of a 
few kHz and lower, and th-.ir effects are cancelled out. Stabilization 
to - IQQQ of a fringe car. be obtained, while p-* of a fringe 
is routinely obtained. 

Interft-ometry is a measurement of the electron line density which 
does not perturb the plasma. It is based on the fact that the phase 
velocity of light is greater -' , the presence of plasma than in vacuum, 
and, therefore, the plasma introduces a phase shift w/iich shifts the 
fringe pattern. The intensity information carried by the light o^pe 
to the photo-detector m&y be written as 

I « average intensity at the light pipe « (£ " £> , 
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where the brackets indicate a tiae average, anc1 E_ is the total 

electric f ie ld. E_ is aide up of the two bems. and May oe written a? 

i ( # r i . t ) 1(# 2- 1-t) 
£ - h e • Ej e 

where E, and E, are the electric field vectors of the two beans, 
#j and #2 are the phase changes experienced during travel by the 
beams. Since the interferoneter is constructed in such a way as to 
ensure that both beams are reflected the sane nuaber of tines from 
identical mirrors and that they experience the same nuaber of transits 
through the beamsplitter, 

k'k • 

Therefore, 

I « c o s 2 ( ^ ) . 

where 

it - <j - # 2 

The individual total phase shifts are given by 

*i - V 
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and 

* z - k Q (D-2d) + 2kd , 

where D « total path length travelled by the beams, 
d - distance through the plasma travelled by beaa 2 (one way), 
ko ' "laser'0' 
k - nk , 

and n - index of refraction. 
Therefore, 

Li « 2kQd{l-n) . 
The index of refraction for a high frequency wave travelling in a 
plasma is given by 

- ( " » 

2 V 1/2 

- 1- 1.7? x 10" 2 2 N e , 

_3 
where N is the electron density in cm , and the He-Ne laser 
frequency is used. The phase difference depends linearly on N and 

I - cos 2 [1.76xlO" 1 7N ed] 

The electronics produces an output voltage V which depends 

linearly on I . The feedback stabilization circuit puts in an 

additional phase shift, which is adjusted before each shot to give 
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maximum sensitivity of V to the electron density; i.e., when N » o, 
V m 0. This is illustrated in Fig. 20. The line density may then be 
written as 

v 2.84x10 • w fc) -2 

where N • electron density, 
d « length of one pass through the plasma, 
V - output voltage, 

and V f • the maximum voltage out (at total constructive 
interference.) 

Note that this assumes that the fringe shift is < 90*. 
This result depends on the assumption that the index of refraction 

is not affected by the magnetic field. This will indeed be the case, 
since the laser frequency is so high compared to the plasma frequency 
and the gyrofrequency in the Tormac fields. Of course, at this 
frequency, ion motion may be neglected. For example, for propagation 
of a high frequency (»»n ) wave in a plasma, the index of 
refraction is given by .40 

2 o \ 1/2 "e M 

l 2 i z 

1 - (I) /III 

I ; 
l 2 zi I 2 2 \ 
(<•> - uj ) (u - u 2 ) 2 2 

u ~ " H J 

1/2 
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for k l B, B II £ 
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Fig. 20. Interferometer output voltage vs electron density. 



where 

2 *«V2 

_ eB_ 
"e " n--flT 

2 2 2 and •; - •_ + o_. For this systea, n e e 
» - 3 x 10 rad/sec. 

o - 7 x 1 0 1 0 I| d , 
e sec * 

and 
e sec ' 

W n - II — S - I to very good accuracy. 

Another possible modification would occur if the electrons undergo 
collisions at rate v. In this case 
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2 
n • l ' SJ^TTJ • 

a _ l 

However, In th is plasaa v - 10 sec and, therefore, v « « , and 

collisions nay be Ignored. Also, for th is plasaa, f i n i t e temperature 

terms are of the order of 10 t ines the other terms, and may be 

ntjjlected. Contributions to the Index of refraction due to the 

ixesence of neutral atoms are considered unimportant. 

(3) Spectroscopy: Spectroscopy has played a prominent role in the 

Tormac project, since this measurement does not perturb the plasma and 

the glass vessels provide ample access to the l igh t . Since the gas 

used in these experiments is a combination of H- and He (80:20) , 

both hydrogen and neutral and ionized helium l ight is collected. 

Light from impurity elements which might be present in the plasma is 

also examined. 

These measurements are made using a 3/4 m Czemy-Turner type Spex 

spectrometer, modified to a 16 channel polychronator by using 0.68 mm 

thick lucite l ight guides to feed l ight from the exi t s l i t to the 

sixteen photomultiplier tubes (Fig. 21) . The 16 l ight guides are 

bonded together with epoxy and mounted in an Al f i t t i n g . The ends are 

polished to increase the transmission eff iciency. The thickness of 

each f iber at the f i t t i n g , closest to the exi t s l i t is - 0.2« mm. A 

cylindrical lens serves to magnify the exi t s l i t . The tnickness of 

the image of each f iber at the exi t s l i t is ~ 0.027 mm. With an 

instrumental dispersion of 11 A/mm, the channel separation is given by 
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11 A/on (0.027 am) - .3 A 

The grating has 1200 lines/mm, is - 4 inches square, and is blazed to 
5000 A in first order. 

The light is collected by means of a plastic Crofon light guide, 
? m in length and 1/8 inch diameter, which is positioned at various 
places around the vessel. At the entrance slit, the individual 
fibers, 10 mils in diameter, are aligned in the shape of the curved 
slit, epoxied in place, and polished. This arrangement ensures that 
the grating receives the maximum amount of light. The entrance slit 
used in this arrangement is 25p wide. The other end of the light 
guide is mounted in a 1/4 inch diameter Al tube, epoxied in place, and 
the ends polished. This is done so that the guide may be placed in 
the interferometer holes, which are drilled in the fiber glass 
surrounding the glass vessels of both T IV-c and T V. The spectral 
transmittance of these fibers is approximately flat for wavelengths 
> 5000 A and falls sharply for i < 4300 A. 

Sixteen RCA 1P28A photomultiplier tubes are used and have a 
spectral response which peaks at 3500 A, and falls sharply for 
wavelengths > 5500 A and < 3000 A. for wavelengths between 4000 A and 
5000 A the response is good. The outputs of these tubes are fed into 
16 operational amplifiers (National 531) and emitter followers, which 
are mounted in the polychromator housing. The gains are adjustable 

4 5 from 10 to 10 V/A, and the frequency response is better than 
1 MHz. 
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Calibration of the polychroaator is done in several ways. The 
4765 A line of an Ar-ion laser is swept across the 16 channels, and 
the profile of each channel Is recorded. This gives the channel 
separation (- 0.3 A), the Instrumental broadening (a Gaussian of 
- 0.6 A full width at half •axtaum), and the relative sensitivities of 
each channel. This procedure is also done using the 5461 A line fro* 
3 low pressure Hg lamp. The channel separation and instrument 
broadening are not expected and are not found to change in time. The 
sensitivities are, however, variable, even though the polychronator is 
run at constant temperature using a heater, thermostat, and 2 inch 
thick styrofoam covering the entire instrument. 

The sensitivities of the 16 channels are calibrated often using a 
high pressure Xe arc (solar simulator), which has an intensity vs. 
wavelength that is essentially flat at the optical wavelengths of 
interest. If light of a specific wavelength is to be measured, the 
polychromator is set at that wavelength. Light from the Xe arc is 
then taken in exactly the same way as the experimental data - through 
the data acquisition system and into the computer. Many shots are 
averaged together to eliminate photon noise. The wavelength setting 
is then moved to a nearby wavelength, and the procedure is repeated. 
This is done to ensure that the Xe arc spectrum is indeed flat at this 
wavelength. The relative sensitivit ^s are stored in the computer and 
used to calibrate the spectral data after each machine shot. 

In addition to this polychromator, a uv polychromator is used to 
look at both Hell 3203A and various impurity lines. This polychromator 
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is a 1/2 m Czemy-Turner type, Oarell-Ash spectrometer, converted to a 

16 channel polycnroaator by using uv transsitt ing optical f ibers to 

feed the l ight to the 15 RCA 4840 and one RCA 1P28A photomultiplier 

tubes. These tubes have the sane spectral response, and are very good 

for wavelengths > 3000 A. The output amplifiers are the saae as for 

the above described polychromator. Nc l ight pipe is used. Instead. 

quartz lenseJ are used to guide th= l ight into the 25 y entrance s l i t . 

Calibration is done using the 3341 A l ine f ro * a low pressure Hg 

lamp. Channel separation is - 0.4 A and the i n s t r u K ' t a l broadening 

is ~ 1.7 A. The grating is 5 cm square, hav'ng 600 l ines/Mi, and is 

blazed to 2000 A. 

(4) Thomson Scattering: Thomson scattering is a technique for 
41 42 43 measuring the electron temperature. * * Intense laser l ight is 

scattered by fluctuations 1n the electron density, and collected here 

at 90* . Since the electrons are in motion, the collected l ight w i l l 

be Doppler shif ted. In this way, information on the electron velocity 

distr ibution function and, therefore, on the electron temperature, can 

be obtained. This measurement has been described in great detai l in 

Ref. 34 and w i l l only be summarized here. 

For the measurement in Tormac, a ruby laser pulse, x « 6943ft, 

energy - 2 Joules, length - 50 nsec, enters the device at one of three 

possible major radi i travel l ing ax ia l ly , and is focused to a 2 mm 

width at the axial center of the chamber (Fig. 22) . The scattered 

l ight exits through the radial port and enters a 5 channel poly

chromator. Since Tormac does not have a good viewing dump, the 
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polychromator was built so that stray light was reduced. This was 

done by building a 3 stage polychromator based on the varoilluw-

i n a t o r . 3 4 , 4 4 , 4 5 Three identical gratings, 1200 lines/m, 2 inch 

square, were used in conjunction with 3 stops so that light at the 

laser frequency was discriminated against. In this way, a net rejec-
9 12 tion of 10 -10 is achieved. Light guides are used to lead the 

light from the exit sl i t to five RCA 4836 photomultiplier tubes. 

Signals are displayed on Tektronix 585 oscilloscopes. 

For the Tormac plasma parameters, the scattering is expected to be 

incoherent. This means that the scattering is off fluctuations in the 

density of the bare electrons and is not affected by collective plasma 

effects. This is expressed quantitatively by the parameter a, defined 

as 

_ 1 

where x_ * Debye length of the plasma, and 

l*!Ll = I J S O - ^ 1 = 2 k 0 sine/2, 

where k^ = incident wave vector, k = scattered wave vector, and 
e - scattering angle. Since there are no correlations on scales 
smaller than the Debye length, incoherent scattering is given by 
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° • 4. x„ sin WZ * * 

For Tormac, a - 0.3 

The scattered l i g h t i s Ooppler shifted according to the f omul a' 

flu » ak * v 

So, for a Maxwellian and the parameters in this experiment, 

S(AJI) « scattered spectrum - — — exp 

where AX is in A and T is in eV. 
e 

(5) Flux loop: The flux loop consists of a single turn of insulated 
wire wrapped around the vessel inside the coils in the poloidal plane. 
The voltage out is proportional to the change in toroidal flux: 

Therefore, 

-R d*T V - 1 0 - 8 -gT-

where V is in volts and ̂ T is the toroidal flux through the loop in 
Gauss. A passive integrator of 1 msec is used, giving 

KTOB") 17 J 
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1 0 - 5 * T 

Measurement with and without plasma gives the overall a of the plasma. 
(6) Rogowski Coils: These coils are used to Measure currents. 
Similar to magnetic probes, these coils respond to a change in the 
magnetic field due to the current to be measured. 

V - 10" 6 Na || , 

when V is the voltage out in volts, N is the total number of turns, 
and a is the area of each turn. 

The coils are put around the current to be measured, and 
therefore, B = ,--. This gives 

V = 1.26 x 10" 8 na jji , 

where n = number of turns/length. 
A passive integrator is used to give fhe current directly. In 

this way the cusp, preionize, and bias circuit currents are measured 
and monitored at each machine shot. In addition, a Rogowski coil is 
wound around the vessel in the same way as the flux loop, and measures 
the net toroidal plasma current. It should be noted that these 
Rogowski coils are backwound, so that they will measure the current 
and are insensitive to a change in the flux through the middle of the 
coil. 4 6 
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D. Diagnostics - T V 
The diagnostics used on T V are essentially the saae as those used 

on T IV. Only the differences will be discussed. 
(1) Magnetic Probes: The uses of these probes and calibration 
procedures are the same as described for T W . The probes themselves 
are different. Each probe consists of two 20 turn coils of #37 wire, 
3 mm in diameter and 2 cm apart, encased in a 5 mn diameter quartz 
tube. The total inductance of these coils is 3 pH and are good to 
frequencies flO MHz. 
(2) He-Ne Interferometer: Tne T V interferometer arrangement i» 
exactly the same as on T IV, except that it is larger so that it can 
fit around the larger vessel. There are 8 holes drilled in the 
plastic surrounding the vessel. They are located at the following 
major radii: 1) 18.9 cm, 2) 20.7 cm, 3) 23.3 cm, 4) 27.9 cm, 
5) 30.4 cm, 6) 33.1 cm, 7) 42.0 cm, and 8) 47.5 cm. 
(3) Spectroscopy: The hardware and procedures are the same as 
described for T IV. 
(4) Thomson Scattering: A similar setup is used on T V as on T IV. 
A Spacerays ruby laser is used, instead of an Apollo laser, as used on 
T IV. 
(5) Flux Loop: This is not routinely used on T V as it is on T IV. 
Flux loops measurements were done at an earlier time, and the loop 
itself was taken off when some modifications were made in the windings. 
(6) Rogowski Coils: The same procedures are followed here as in T IV. 
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(7) Langmuir Probe: A double Langmuir probe is used in T V to 
measure fluctuating electric fields. It consists of two 10 mil 
tungsten wires imbedded in 28.5 cm long, 7 MM diameter quartz tube. 
The wires extend 5 im out of the quartz, and are 3 m apart. The 
wires inside the tube are kept apart by a ceramic insulator - a 
cylindrical rod having 2 holes drilled lengthwise which fits inside 
the quartz tube. In addition, a copper tube is inserted between the 
quartz and the ceramic cylinder, and extends over the entire length of 
the quartz. This is used for shielding purposes. 

Each wire is connected to the center conductor of a small diameter 
coax cable. The cable, RG174, is 1 foot in length. The characteristic 
impedence of this cable is 50ft , and its capacitance is ~ 30 pf/ft. 
The outer conductor of the cable is attached to the copper. Additional 
cable is added to this in order to lead the signal out of the high 
voltage screen cage. 

To measure the signals, 2 high voltage probes are used. They are 
Tektronix P-6015, lOOOx high voltage probes. These are necessary 
since the Langmuir probe is floating to a potential of - 1.5 kV with 
respect to ground. Also, to get an accurate measurement of the 
electric field of the plasma, the probe must have a high impedence; 
i.e., the impedence of the probe plus measuring apparatus must be high 
with respect to the plasma source impedence. The impedence of the 
high voltage probes is 100 Mn, and is high compared to the source 
impedence. The frequency response of these high voltage probes is 
better than 30 MHz. 
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These signals are then put into a Tektronix 555 oscilloscope with 
a 1A1 plug-in. The 1A1 plug-in is used since it is good to - 30 MHz, 
and because it can subtract the 2 input signals directly. This sub
traction is necessary to get the electric field from the 2 potential 
measurement*,. Tr,e comnon-mode rejection of the 1A1 is excellent 
(1000:1) out to - 30 MHz. 

In addition to photographing the signal on the oscilloscope, the 
signal is put into the data acquisition system and sampled at 2 MHz. 
The digitized signal is stored in the computer. A fast Fourier trans
form is run to determine the frequency spectrum. It was found 
necessary to increase the sampling rate in order to increase the 
resolution. Since the data acquisition system cou'.i not sample faster 
than 2 MHz, this is done by feeding the signal into a delay box, which 
produces four signals, spaced 125 nsec apart. These four signals are 
fed into the data acquisition system and sampled simultaneously at 
2 MHz. In this way, the sampling frequency was increased 8 MHz. 

The high voltage probes are individually adjusted. A 70 Vsquare 
wave generator is used to provide an input to these probes, and they 
are adjusted to reproduce the signal exactly. The same generator is 
then connected to both probes simultaneously, and the 1A1 is adjusted 
to give a null signal. 

The double probe is inserted into the vacuum vessel through a 
compression fitting. The port used is the Thomson scattering beam 
dump at R = 33 cm. A model for the probe plus plasma is presented in 
Fig. 23. V, and V, represent the floating potential plus a small 
voltage due to electric fields; if there are no electric fields, 
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V « V _ V 

*1 v2 "floating 

With electric fields. 

V 1 " V 2 
E, 

where d is the distance between the probe tips, and E is the electric 
field. R is the source impedence of the plasma seen by probes 1 
and 2, and is given by' 47 

kT 
ne A &] '" • 

where A is the collecting area of the probe, and 

Ti 1 f Ti > Te 
T if T > T. e e I 

For the Tormac plasma parameters, R < In. C, and C 2 represent 
the cable capacitances, which are ~ 120 pf for 4 ft. of cable. If 
C, i s smal 1, then 

V t (100 ka) 
vl = R s + 100 M + 100 Icn 

' I 
1000" 

since Rc « 100 Hn. Similarly, 
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V 2 

To ensure accurate reproduction of Vj(t) and V 2(t), the condition 

- » RC • s 

must be met, which implies that the probe is good up to at least 
10 Hz. The signals v. and v. go to the scope, which displays 

Vl " V 2 Ed T500" 
Therefore, 

E . 3333 ;vx - v . ^ l t i . 

E. Data Acquisition System on T IV and T V 
The Tormac data acquisition sys^^m is discussed in detail in 

Ref. 35, and will be summarized here. For measurements of signals to 
time accuracies < 1 usee, Tektronix oscilloscopes are used. In 
particular, magnetic and electric probe data and Thomson scattering 
data are collected using oscilloscopes. For spectroscopy, flux loops 

49 and Rogowski loop current monitors, a fast digitizing circuit is 
used to take 128 time samples of each signal in 0.5 usee steps. Up to 
24 channels are routinely used, with sampling speeds of - 2 MHz. The 
data are stored simultaneously in serial analog memories during each 
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machine shot. After the shot is over, the analog data go to an AOC, 
and then through cables to a PDP-11/34 coaputer located in the saae 
room as the experiment. The coaputer displays the data, allows 
analysis (fcr example, spectral lines aay be fit with a Gaussian or a 
Lorentzian), and stores them for future use. 

The serial analog memories, ADC, and all controlling circuitry are 
located in heavily shielded boxes, one for each experiaent. The 
computer is common to both experiments. The systea was checked to 
ensure that the outout to the computer varied linearly with input 
voltage. It was found that it was linear up to 2 V input. The input 
signals were then arranged to be ; 2 V. 
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I I I . EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

A. T 1V-C 

(1) Rogowsk i Co i l s : f igure 2i shows *,he current in the bias, 

p r e i o n i 2 a t i o i , and cusp banks as funct ions of time. Each trace is 

taken wi th on . , that par t icu lar bank discharging, and shows the 

expected damped s i n u ^ i c . Knowing the capacitance, the inductance and 

resistance 01 each > i r c u i t may be calculated. The bias trace has only 

one peak bp'cre the r m f o r switch becomes non-conducting. None of 

these banks Wv.--̂  cr_*.:arrec in these snots. Note that in each picture, 

the tr igtjer ir t !"•••- ^ sweer. speed were adjusted to y ie ld the e n t i r e 

s igna i , and f -a t so'• bani i are not cnarged to the i r normal operat ing 

vol tages. 

Figure l'i. snows •-••_• cuso dr.: preionize currents as functions of 

time, each bor^ firi-:; at its norral time. The bias bank current is 

peaked at tn • I'se, una rem. m i essentially constant. 

It should be nv ' < '-eo u.at t"--se banks are not independent in 

that they cc^-ttr t ' .t*- . . r .-.r example, Fig. 26 shows the bias 

Rogowski signal as .; >ji-;:i r. L,i ti.it. At tne time of peak current, 

the cusp bar.K discha :c , -. . :• • ..--rect on the bias current is 

evider.t. Note that i f t :>-- •::.Jy .siv, is charged to 8 kV, instead of 

its normal lb NV. (.ousting r.r ;,t- t.,5o bant, to tne preionization banr. • . - — 
is not as severe as to the !>ias ban*, though it mists. 

With plasma present, tre signals are altered. The effect is an 

increased damping of the current. No change in bank coupling is seen. 

http://ti.it
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Bias Rogowski 
100/z.sec/div. 
Bank charged 
to IkV 

Preionize Rogowski 
20 fjLsec /div. 
Bank charged 
to 22.5 kV 

Cusp Rogowski 
50/xsec/div. 
Bank charged 
to 4kV 

Time 

XBB 804-5084 

Fig . 24. Coi l current:, i n the various T IV banks, measured w i th 
Rogowski c o i l s . 
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(2) Plasma Current Rogowski: Figure 27 shows the typical variation 
of the toroidal plasma current in tine. The very high frequency 
variation li*te in time is due to the data acquisition system. The 
first evidence of plasma current occurs at '.lie second peak of the 
preionize circuit current, and is driven in phase at the preionization 
bank frequency. The discharge of the cus.i bank drives a large 
toroidal plasma current, which remains throughout the rest of the 
experiment and dominates the preionize driven currert. It was found 
that the magnitude of this current could be controlled to a certain 
extent by varying the crowbar time of the preionization bank. It was 
also shown by discharging the uncrowbarred preionization ban*, without 
the cusp that this bank freezes in a net toroidal current in the 
opposite direction as that driven by the cusp. 3y reversing the 
polarity of the preionization bank, these frozen in currents were made 
to add, giving a large net toroidal plasma current. Further, the 
plasma current is controlled by the magnitudes of the currents in the 
driving circuits. For example, the larger the cusp bank charging 
voltage, the larger the net plasma current. Therefore, by changing 
the crowbar time and polarity of the preionization bank, as well as 
the charging voltages of the preionization and cusp banks, the 
magnitude of the net toroi-al plasma current could be controlled. The 
bias bank has no effect on plasma current. 

(3) Magnetic Probes: Figure 28 shows the time evolution of the 
vacuum toroidal magnetic field at R = 18 cm at the a.-<ial center of the 
device due to the bias aid cusp banks charged to their normal operating 
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Vacuum B , o r o j d o , 
Axial Center at R = l8cm 
10/i.sec/div 
1160 Gauss/div 

Time •• 

Bias and cusp banks charged 
Cusp l5kV 
Bias IkV 

XBB 804-5079 

Fig. 28. Vacuum & t 0. 0.j d ai vs time in T IV. 
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voltages. No effect due to preioniza-ion field is seen, as expected. 

Note that the initial offset is due to the bias field, which at this 

time is at its peak and essentially constant. 

Figure 29 shows the variation of the peak vacuum toroidal magnetic 

field as a function of R at the axial center. The cusp and bias are 

charged to their normal voltages. The solid line is a i fit to 

the data, assuming a total axial current of 243 kA, and shows that the 

data exhibit the expected i variation. 

The vacuum axial magnetic field as a function of R at the axial 

center of the device has very different behavior than the toroiual 

field. This field consists of contributions from the preionize and 

cusp fields. It is found that the preionize field dominates at small 

major radius, and the cusp field dominates at large major radius; the 

preionize field remains approximately constant in R, while the cusp 

field increases as R increases - in the direction of the poloidal 

coils. Figure 30 shows the typical B field variation at R = 16.8 cm 

at axial center. Figure 31 shows the R variation of the vacuum 8 

field at the axial center of the device. Note that there is some 

current in the preionize coils after the bank is crowbarred,.and .this 

produces a B field opposite that is due to the cusp. This is a 

function of the preionize crowbar time. 

The toroidal field in the presence of plasma exhibits interesting 

behavior. Figure 32 shows a typical B t , . i vs. time trace, taken 

at R = 13 cm with a 50 mTorr fill pressure of 80% H-, 20% He. The 

corresponding vacuum shot is also shown. Strong oscillations having 
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F ig. 30. Vacuum E, vs time in T IV. 
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P r e i o n i z e on 

5 0 m T o r r f i l l pressure Vacuum 

B toroidol vs T i m e 

R = 13cm ot A x i a l Center 
5 ^ i s e c / d i v 1160 Gouss / d i v 
Cusp 15 kV 

P r e i o n i z e 2 2 5 kV 
B i a s I kV 

XBB 804-5081 

F ig . 32. ^ toro ida l v s t ^ m e w l t n a n d v ' i t n o j t plasma in T IV. Strong 
osc i l l a t i ons are- t r i t tEnt in tne plasma case. 
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frequencies between 700 kHz and 1 MHz are evident. These exist during 
the cusp field use, and rapidly damp out after cusp peak. They appear 
at all major radii along the axial center of the device, and are 
strongest at R - 13 cm. The variation of B t -d y in tine is 
repeatable, and the general shape of the curve does not depend on cusp 
bank changing voltage. 

The variation of the oscillation frequency with fill pressure is 
illustrated in Fig. 33. This is taker at R - 13 cm at the axial 
center of the device. All oanks are at their normal operating 
voltages. There is much scatter, though there does appear to be a 
decrease in frequency with pressure after 10 mTorr. 

Evident from fig. 32 is that there is exclusion of the toroidal 
magnetic field. The exclusion time ranges from 0.6 to 2.5 psec, as 
shown in Fig. 34. The bars show the shot to shot spread at the various 
major radii. NJ penetration front can be seen from small to large 
<i£jor radius; an exclusion for - 1.8 psec is observed, followed by an 
approximately simultaneous arrival of toroidal field for major radii 
< 13 cm. It is found that the toroidal field arrives at the larger 
major radius points first, although the toroidal field is strongest at 
small majoi radius. Also evident from Fig. 32 is that once the 
toroidal field arrives, it increases very quickly in time, just before 
the first oscillations occur. The initial -£ is measured to be 
- 0.46 kG/iisec for the vacuum case, and - 1.8 kG/psec for a 50 mTorr 
plasma case. 
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Fig. 34. Major radius vs cusp toroidal f ie ld arrival time for-
the parallel bias case in T IV. 
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Figure 32 also illustrates the typical behavior of the toroidal 
field before application of the cusp field. With plasaa, there is an 
increase in the toroidal field due to compression of the bias field 
and plasma by the preionize field. When the bias is reversed, this 
increase in field also reverses. P small dip occurs before the larger 
one, and from their separation in time, a frequency of ~ 230 kHz is 
deduced. Compression by the preionization field would indeed occur at 
this frequency, which is twice the frequency of the bank. 

A much different behavior of the toroidal field is observed when 
the bias field is reversed with respect to the cusp field. Figure 35 
shows Bt 0roidal vs* t i m e a t R * ̂  c m a t t n e a x i a 1 center o f the 
device, for normal bank operating voltages. Both a vacuum and a 
50 mTorr plasma shot are shown. Oscillations are less obvious in this 
case. The field, which first increases due to the cusp, returns to 
its pre-cusp value before the cusp field finally penetrates. This 
behavior is much more variable than in the parallel bias case, and 
shots with oscillations similar to those observed in the parallel bias 
case are found here. Differences in the toroidal field behavior for 
the two bias cases are found when the cusp bank charging voltage is 
;15 kV. As this voltage is raised, the differences disappear, and at 
~ 20 kV, the reversed bias shots look the same as the parallel bias 
shots. 

The toroidal field is also excluded from the plasma in the 
reversed field case, as shown in Fig. 36. The bars illustrate the 
shot to shot spread. A penetration front is evident as the toroidal 
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Fig. 36. Major radius vs cusp to ro ida l f i e l d a r r i v a l time f o r 
the reversed bias case in T IV. 
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magnetic field due to the cusp moves into the plasma from small major 

radius. The velocity of penetration is 3-6 cra/uoec. As in U t 

parallel bias case, the rate of rise of the toroidal field is larger 

in the plasma than in vacuum shot. 

The behavior in time of the ^-component of the poloidal magnetic 

field at R = 9.2 cm at the axial . ntt-r of the device is shown in 

Fig. 37. Both a 50 mTorr fill pressure case and a vaciiu? case are 

shown for normal operating condition'. Both the plasma anJ vacuum 

shots are identical during the first half cycle of the preionize, 

indicating that the plasma does iot break dcv-n until the secorr half 

cycle in agreement with tht plasii.o current kcyc ' i. When tnc plasma 

does break down, the poloidal f i- I : is shielded out of the plasma for 

R ' 18 cm; i.e., the t ifc 10 nu I IKK-I tolluws the vs t juro field oscilla

tion. For R > 18 cm, the field wiih plasma prtsent oscillates as ir 

the vacuum case, which indicates less complete shielding. Th^; implies 

that the plasma current, measured with the Rogowski coil, must be 

located at R < 18 cm. 
flR Two glitches, or regions of large -rr, are evident in these 

daia, one associated with the preiunize, and one with the cusp. The 

arrival time of these glitcnes cna« ;es with major radius, as illus

trated in Fig. 38. The penetraticr. velocity of the poloidal field is 

- 2 cm/iisec. 

The poloidal field at R = U cm as a function of Z was observed in 

order to ascertain where the toroidal plasma current is locatea. It is 
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inferred that the current is spread out in Z for R < 18 cm, and dies 
away near the end walls in Z. 
(4) He-Ne Laser Interferometer: Much work has been done in t.ie past 

34 35 using the interferometer to diagnose the T Iv-c plasma. * For 
the normal bank charging voltages, the preionization bank ionizes 
- 50« of the gas. This ionization starts near the center of the 
vessel and rapidly spreads out. The cusp field raises the level of 
ionization to - 90^. At no fill pressure is the ga* totally ionized 
at these voltages. 

As the cusp is applied, the density at small major radius 
increases, while the density at large major radius decreases. At cusp 
peak, the densit} profile is approximately flat from R = 7.5 to 17 cm. 
There is a decrease at larger major radius. The density compression 
quickly dies away after cusp peak. At R - 14 cm, the electron density 
is found to increase as the cusp charging voltage is increased, and as 
fill pressure is increased. 

Oscillations in the density, similar to those found in the 
toroidal magnetic field, are found. Figure 39 shows a typical 
interferometer voltage out vs. time trace for a 50 mTorr fill pressure 
case and a vacuum case. These are taken at R = 14 cm for normal bank 
operating voltages. Oscillations are apparent during the cusp rise, 
and have a frequency of - 700 kHz. The line density vs. time is also 
shown. Oscillations are also apparent in the reversed bias case. It 
should be emphasized that these measurements are non-local, whereas 
the magnetic probe measurements are local. 
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(5) Thomson Scattering: This was done on T IV-c by M. Greenwald and 
J. Coonrod. * The apparatus is capable of measuring electron 
temperature above - 4 eV. It is found that these temperatures are 
reached - 3 usee before cusp peak, and that earlier T < 4 eV. 
Figure 40 shows the results of these measurements. A peak electron 
temperature of 5-6 eV is measured near cusp peak, and falls to below 
4 eV in - 6 usee. These results are not changed by raising cusp bank 
voltage or changing the gas mixture. There is no change in the 
temperature as fill pressure is varied, until very high pressures 
(- 100 mTorr) are reached. At this point, the electron temperature 
remains below 4 eV. 
(6) Spectroscopy: * 

Hell 4686 A 
Much work has been done in the Tormac project using Hell 4686 A 

(see Appendix A) as an ion temperature diagnostic. Broad, 
Gaussian lines indicating ion temperatures > 100 eV have been 
reported. ' Figure 41 shows a line profile taken along a line of 
sight near the axial center of the device looking radially inward at a 
time 2 usee before cusp peak. The full width at half maximum is 
1.9 A, ;ind corresponds to an ion temperature of 110 eV. The solid 
curve is the best Gaussian fit, produced by a curve fitting routine 
which seeks the best Gaussian or Lorentzian fit to the data by varying 
the line center, amplitude, width, and continuum level of the fit, 
minimizing the error, 

16 
ERROR = ^ [Y(i) - f(i)] 2, 
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Channel no. 

XBL802-253 

Fig. 41. Hell 4686A line profile from T IV, on a linear (left) and 
logarithmic (right) scale. Data were taken along a line 
of sight near the axial center of the device looking 
radially inward at a time 2 ysec before cusp peak. The 
full width at half maximum is 1.9A. Channel separation 
is 0.3A. 
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where Y(i) is the measured intensity of channel i, f(i) is the value 
of channel i for the trial fit, and the sum is over the 16 spectral 

53 channels. For this fit, a 6% continuum has been added, causing 
the log plot to bend away from the straight line expected for a 
Gaussian. Even though these data are from a single time step and a 
single machine shot, their Gaussian quality is striking. 

Recent work has found somewhat smaller widths (T J 100 eV) than 
those found in the past. Previous data were taken with a highly 
collimated light pipe, using a lens and Al mirrors. It is found that 
at some line of sight positions, the more highly collimated the 
collection optics are, the broader the lines appear. This is pre
sumably due to the fact that these are line of sight measurements, and 
the wider viewing angle allows light from the areas of the plasma 
having less broad lines to enter, and add to the center of the ";ine. 
The result is a narrower line. 

In general, photon noise causes the experimental data to deviate 
from the Gaussian fit. In spite of this, the Gaussian does provide 
the best fit to tne data - a Lorentzian does not fit at all. Because 
the present light pipe optics are inferior to that used in the past in 
T IV, photon noise is a problem when a large degree of coliimation is 
attempted. However, if a tine average is performed, or if several 
machine shots are averaged, the Gaussian with continuum fits the 
experimental points extremely well. 
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Figure 42 shows a typical Hell 4686 A line profile taken 2.5 »sec 
before c. -p peak. This is froa a line of sight at R m 14 ca looking 
axially. The data are froa a five aachlne shot average, and appear 
quite noisy, since the light pipe is highly colltaated, and the aaount 
of light collected at each shot is saall. The full width at half 
maximum is 2.2 A, corresponding to an ion teaperature of 140 eV. 
Figure 43 shows a line profile froa the saae line of sight as above, 
taken 13.5 «sec after cusp peak. The full width of half aaxiaua is 
1.19 A and corresponds to 43 eV. 

Figure 44 shows the typical variation in tiae of the Inferred ion 
temperature for high cusp bank voltage. Note that peak teaperatures 
occur before cusp peak. Two regiaes of dTf/dt are found: 

d T i eV 
J ) 3F" " - 5 - 6 ^ s e c ' 

starting about half way up the cusp rise, and 

d T < eV 
2 ) 1ST ~ " x "we • 

after cusp peak. The very high frequency variation is probably due to 
data taking system. These two regions are also evident at normal bank 
operating voltages, though more noise is present. 

The widths of the Hell 4686 A lines are changed by varying 
parameters. The following are found: 
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Fig. 42. Hell 4686A line profile from T IV, on a linear ( left) and 
logaritlimic (right) scale. Data were taken along a line 
of sight at R = 14 cm looking axially at a time 2.5 usee 
before cusp peak. Channe! separation is 0.3&. 
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Fig. 43. Hell 4686A line profile from T IV, on a linear (left) and 
logarithmic (right) scale. Data were taken along a line of 
sight at R = 14 cm looking axially at a time 13.5 usee after 
cusp peak. Channel separation is 0.3A. 
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a) Widths increase with fill pressure froa 10-50 •Torr; above 
50 mTorr, the peak teaperature Increases slightly with pressure, and 
no change is seen after cusp peak. 

b) No change in widths is seen as the timing of cusp discharge 
with respect to the preionize discharge Is varied. 

c) No change in widths is seen as the aagnltude of the bias field 
is varied. 

d) Widths Increase as the cusp charging voltage is increased. 
This voltage increase also increases the net toroidal current. 

e) Widths increase as the preionize charging voltage is 
increased. This voltage increase also Increases the net toroidal 
current. 

f) Peak temperatures are higher in the reversed bias case, though 
no change is seen after cusp peak. 

g) Looking axially, the largest widths are found at R - 14 cm. 
h) Little difference is seen when looking axially or radially. 
The intensity of the emitted Hell 4686 A light also changes as the 

various parameters are varied. The following are found: 
a) As the fill pressure is increased, the light intensity 

decreases. Also, the duration of the intensity peak lengthens; at 
20 mTorr, the intensity peak lasts - 3 iisec, and at 50 mTorr, it lasts 
- 7 iisec. 

b) As the bias field is increased, the peak intensity decreases. 
c) As the cusp field is increased, the peak intensity increases, 

and the duration of the intensity peak decreases. 
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d) As the preioniie voltage is increased, the peak intensity 
increases, and the duration of the intensity peak decreases. 

e) There is no change of the measured intensity as the polariza
tion of the collected light is varied. 

f) The intensity of the light is higher, and the duration of the 
intensity peak is smaller when the direction of the bias field is 
reversed. 

9) The time of occurrence of peak intensity is the same for all 
major radii, viewing axially. 

h) More light comes from large major radius than small major 
radius. 
He 4861 A 

He has been looked at for a number of reasons. It is located 
within the good response region of the polychroaator. Since the 
intensity behaves differently with temperature than Hell 4686 A, 
information on the plasma temperature may be obtained. He is very 
susceptible to the Stark effect, and information on the electron 
density may be obtained. In fact, in a plasm* such as tha Tormac 
plasma, the width of HB is expected to be determined solely by the 
density. 

The problem with using HB is that it is burned out above a few 
eV. Since the measurement is line of sight, it is likely that He 
originates from outside any compressed, hot plasma. It might come 
from a region entirely different than Hell 4686 A. 
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Figure 45 shows Ha profiles before, during, and after cusp rise, 
taken at R - 12 cm looking axially. The characteristic dip due to 
Stark splitting is sometimes visible and sometimes not. Lines have 
been found that are very Gaussian and others that are very Lorentzlan. 
Because the Ha profile Is so dependent on the density, and the 
measurenent is line of sight through regions of varying density, It is 
not surprizing that He has such a wide variety of shapes. It should 
also be noted that the Ooppler effect, themal or due to "ass action, 
would tend to wash out the central dip. 

Densities inferred from the widths of the lines agree roughly with 
those from the interferometer. The before cusp line in Fig. 45 has a 
full width at half maximum of 1.- A, which corresponds to a density of 

14 -3 
6x10 cm . The post cusp peak line in Fig. 43 is hard to inter
pret in that it is so wide that the whole line could not be Measured 
at once. Also, at this time the intensity is low. Nevertheless, it 
seems to have a width of - 3.5 A, which corresponds to 2.3x10 cm . 
It is found that there is a large increase in line width as the fill 
pressure is increased, up to - 50 mTorr. Above this point there is 
not much change. 

Observations in Tormac of satellites occuring on He due to the 
54-57 presence of high frequency turbulence have been reported. It 

is possible that th° bumps seen on the wings of some lines are due to 
Langmuir turbulence, although the data *t these times are noisy since 
the intensity is low. However, if the bumps seen on the wings of the 
after cusp peak spectral line shown in Fig. 45 are interpreted as 
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satellites due to turbulence at frequency - • , then the density 
inferred from the satellites location with respect to the line center 
is in reasonable agreement with both the Stark broadening inferred 
density and density from the interferometer. 

He is found to have the widest lines and the most intensity near 
the inner wall. Oscillation of the intensity in tine with a frequency 
twice that of the preionizer is found. This oscillation becomes 
stronger at lirge major radius. 

As the cusp nears its peak, the widths of both Hell 4686 A and 
HB 4861 A decreases. It should be pointed out that at this time, Hi 
has what appears to be a fairly narrow line, - 1 1, superimposed on a 
large continuum level. This might be interpreted as cold, low density 
material superimpose,} on high density material. Since the neasurement 
is line of sight, it is hard to tell exactly how to interpret the line 
width. Nevertheless, the intensity is decreasing, and the width of 
the narrow line is less than the width of He II 4686 « at the same 
time. No central dip is present. 
Impurities 

A number of impurity elements were looked for. Since the emitted 
light had to be in the range between light pipe cut off and photo-
multiplier tube cut off, only a few lines were considered. Nil 4793.5 A 
and CI 5380 A were not found. Both Oil 4705 A and Oil 4693 A were 
found. Oil 4705 A is brighter, and will be considered here. 
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Figure 46 shows the 01! 4705 A lineshape froa a line of sight at 
R . 14 en looking axially. This is taken 4 «sec before cusp peak, and 
the solid line is a Gaussian 'it with 28* continuua added. Though 
much less intense than Hell 4686 A, the lineshapes are very similar. 
The full width at half maximum is 1.13 A. 

Figure 47 shows the linewidth vs. time. Again, there is a rapid 
decrease before cusp peak. The widest lines occur about half way up 
cusp rise - at tnp same time as Hell 4686 A. The intensity peak also 
occurs at the same time as the intensity peak of Hell 4686 A; i.e., 
about half way up the cusp rise. 
he! "922 A 

This line is of interest, since it has a nearb» forbidden 
component at 4920.59 A. Enhanced emission occurs at the position of 
the forbidden component when electric fields are present, such as due 
to non-thernal turbulence. If these electric fields have oscillation 
frequency n, then satellites appear symmetrically about the position 
of the forbidden component, separated by 

>f\ 
4 X ' 2 ^ n 

from the forbidden line, where xf is wavelength of the forbidden 
line, f: is the oscillation frequency, and c is the speed of light. 
These satellites are broadened by the usua1 broadening mechanisms, arid 
are spread out if the turbulent electric field is not monochromatic. 
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Fig. 46. O i l 4705A l ine prof i le from T IV, on a linear ( l e f t ) and 
logarithmic ( r ight ) scale. Data were taken along a l ine of 
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Figure 48 shows a typical profile, taken fro* • line of sight at 
R - 14 on looking axially. This is froa an average of 10 aachlne 
shots, and a 5 usee tine average during the prelonization phase. 
There is structure on the blue wing at the location of the forbidden 
component, 1.3 A from the center of the 492? A line. This enhanced 
emission is presumably due to electric fields associated with plasa* 
oscillations. The effect of the density variation along the line of 
sight is to smear out. the satellites. The Intensity of the line 
becomes very low as the cusp discharges, since this is a neutral 
helium line, and it burns out. When the preionize voltage is raised, 
the satellite becomes more distinct — less spread out. Changing the 
bias made no difference in the appearance of the lines. 
(?) Flux LOOP: This measures the fraction of excluded flu* when the 
plasma is present. The higher the plasna a, the larger this fraction 
is. It is found that this fraction is about 3X at all tiaes 
except during the early part of the cusp rise. 
B. J_V 

Much of the information gathered from the diagnostics used on T V 
is being written for publication. * Therefore, these results 
will only be summarized here. 
(1) Rogowski coils: Figure 49 shows the preionize and cusp circuit 
currents as functions of time, for the normal bank operating voltages. 
At this time, the bias is at its peak and is slowly varying. These 
data are very similar to the T IV data. One difference is that the 
preionization frequency is lower for T V, end the bank is not crow-
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Fig. 43. Hel 4922Aiine width from T IV from a line of sight at 
R = 14 cm looking axially. This is from a 5 usee time 
average during the preionization phase, and a 10 machine 
shot average. Channel separation is 0.3A. 
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Fig. 49. The T V experimental sequence. 
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barred. This results in a slight oscillation of the cusp current after 
the peak, due to the coupling of the two banks. The coupling of the 
cusp to the bias bank is *he s a w as found on T IV. The presence of 
plasma results in increased damping of the preionize current. 
(2) Plasma current Rogowski: Figure 49 also shows the behavior of 
the toroidal plasma current in time in relation to the currents in the 
banks. Both the cusp and the preionizer freeze in current. The peak 
current is - 70 kA. Note that this current is greater than the current 
found in T IV. Two distinct breakdown modes are found. In one, the 
current does not stare to flow until the second !-alf cycle of the 
preionization bank - similar to the behavior found in T IV. In the 
other mode, the plasma current starts to flow almost immediately, and 
follows the first half cycle of the preionization ban"'. No relation
ship between which mode occurs and the machine parameters has been 
found. 

(3) Magnetic probes: A study was ir.Jde of the penetration of the 
58 magnetic field into the plasma, and is being written for publication. 

The results are as follows: 
a) The poloidal magnetic field propagates inwird in rmjor radius 

with a spread of - 7-18 cro/ysec (Fig. 50). The front is well 
defined at large major radius, but has low amplitude and poor 
reproducibility at small major radius. 
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Fig. 5J. Major radius vs cusp poloidal field arrival time in T V 
for the parallel bias case. 
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b) When the toroidal bias field is reversr.d, the poloidal field 
behavior is the sane, except that the penetration speed *s 
slightly slower than the parallel bias case. 

c) The toroidal magnetic field shows no exclusion for the noraal 
parallel bias case; i.e., the speed of penetration is too 
fast to be resolved. 

d) With reversed bias, the toroidal field propagates into the 
plasma with a velocity of 2-6 cm/psec. It has qualitatively 
the same behavior as the poloidal field (Fig. 51). 

e) No toroidal field oscillations, as seen in T IV-c were 
observed under any conditions. 

He-Ne Laser Interferometer: The results of this diagnostic are 
ng published in References 36 and 58. Th^y are as follows: 
a) Typical behavior of the line density is sK-wn in Fig. 52. 

The mean density during preionization is - 5 x 10 c m . 
At cusp peak, the mean density is - 10 cm . 

b) Simultaneous compression and ionization is seen as the cusp 
field rises. 

c) The location of the density maximum is about where the 
magnetic well is locates. 

d) There is propagation of a density front from large major 
radius inward. No front is seen at small major radius for 
the parallel bias case (see Fig. 53). This is consistent 
with the interpretation that the poloidal magnetic field 
compresses the plasma. 
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Fig. 51. Major radius vs cusp toroidal field arrival time in T V in 
the reversed bias case 
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Fig. 53. Major radius vs line density arrival time in T V for the 
parallel bias case. Each point represents a machine 
shot. 
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e) In the reversed bias case, two fronts are seen. One 
propagates from large major radius Inward, and the other 
propagates outward from snail major radius (Fig. 54). 

f) The decay of the density has a tine constant of 20-30 usee. 
(5) Thomson Scattering: Figure 55 shows the measured electron 
temperature vs. time. The temperature is < 10 eV at *11 tines, and Is 
insensitive to machine parameters. The measured temperature has mu-h 
scatter from shot to shot. A similar scatter in Thomson scattering 

59 measurements has been found in a Z-pineh, and attributed to 
strict ion of the plasma current. 
(6) Spectroscopy: 
Hell 4686 A 

The widths of Hell H8b A in T V are smaller than those found in 
T IV. Figure 56 shows a typical line profile with a Gaussian fit for 
• line of sight at R « 33 cm, taxen at cusp peak. This is a 3 shot 
average. The full width is 1.3 A, and corresponds to 53 eV ion 
temperature. Widths of > 2 A are founJ, but in general the widths 
range from 1 to 1.8 A. 

The data from T V have noise similar to that found in T IV. An 
average, either in time or over sevaral machine sh. s, yields very 
Gaussian lines. The following features are observed in T V: 

a) Widths do not change with fill pressure above 10 mTorr. 
b) Li.«s are brightest at - 20 mTorr fill pressure. 
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Fig. 54. Major radius vs line density arrival time in T V for the 
reversed bias case. Each point represents a machine shot. 
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c) Varying the cusp firing tiae with respect to the preionize 
changed the light aaplitude but not the widths. 

d) The widths taken with parallel bias are less than those taken 
with reversed bias (ax - 0.7 * } , and the fight is less 
bright. Figure 57 shows the Inferred temper Hurt vs. tiae 
for the two cases. 

e) Oscillations of the widths *n time are seen. The; are more 

prevalent in the reversed bias case. The frequency is ...ice 
the frequency of the oscillation of ir-e net toroidal p1asna 
current; the Maxima of the widths occur at tne extremes of 
the current. 

f) For parallel Dias, widths of the lines do net change with the 
pre ionize voltage or cusp voltage. For reversed bias, they 
increase with preionize voltage. 

g) Less light is observed as the preionize voltage is lowered. 
HEII 3303 A 

The uv polychroma;or is used to observe nell 3203 A. The light 
amplitude is quite low, and the line is on!/ seen when the bias is 
reversed. Typical full widths near cusp peak are - 2 A. 
He 4861 A 

The following are found: 
a) Before cusp discharge, the width of Hs is * I A, for SO nTorr 

fill pressure. 
b) At cusp peak, the width is - 1.23 A, for 50 - Torr pressure 
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c) The width Increases as the fill pressure Is increased to 
- 30 JiTorr, after which there is no change. 

d) Thf.re is more light In the reversed bias case. 
e) There Is more light at large major radius. 
f) The direction of the bias field has little effect on the 

widths. 
g) There exists a front of He light associated with the cusp 

discharge. The velocity of the front Is - 4 ca/»sec, which 
is similar to the poloidal field penetration speed. 

Ho 6563 A 
There is a difference 1n the widths of Ha between the parallel and 

reversed bias cases, both during the preionization and cut") phases. 
Widths of - 1.2-1.M A are found during preionization, and 1.73-2.2 A 
at cusp peak. 
Hel 4922 A 

Data are taken using the 80:20 gas mixture of H. and He. The 
line and its satellites are not bright, so that many shots are 
averaged together to give good statistics. In addition, data are 
taken using only H_ gas, and these are subtracted from the above 
data. This is done to subtract out any impurity lines which may be 
present, and to better define the helium lines. Nevertheless, there 
Is a great deal of photon noise. The following have been observed: 

a) As the fill pressure is raised, the 4922 A line gets slightly 
wider. 
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b) The structure appearing on the blue wing is much better 
defined when the bias Is reversed. 

c) The two bumps on the blue wing becoae farther apart during 
the rise of the cusp. Figure 58 shows the line before and 
after cusp discharge. These are 5 usee time averages and 
averages over 30 machine shots. If the satellites are inter
preted as due to Langmuir turbulence, the density during 

13 -3 preionization is - 1.7 x 10 cm , and during cusp rise 
is - 1.4 x 10 cm . These are Inferred from the 
separation of the satellites. Since this Is a neutral helium 
line, it is expected to originate from the cooler, less dense 
part of the plasma. 

d) A rough calculation from the satellite amplitude gives a 
field magnitude of - 11 lev/cm. 

Hel 1472 A 
This line is very noisy, probably due to loss of light in the light 

pipe. Nevertheless, structure on the blue wing is definitely observed, 

although nothing quantitative can be said. 

Impurities 

The following lines were looked for, but not found: 

Nil 4793.5 A 

CI 5380 A 

Oil 4151.7 A 

OIV 3736.8 A 

OIV 3811 A 

OV 4130.4 A 
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Oil 4705 A was observed. It was very dim, and therefore very noisy. 
(7) Flux Loop: The excluded flux Is - 2X for times at and shortly 
after the peak of the cusp, and decreases thereafter. 
(8) Langmuir probe: This diagnostic iroduced some interesting 
results: 

a) No voltage or electric field was ^••lsured in vacuum. 
b) With gas present, the measured voltage follows the prelonlza-

tion bank oscillation, with amplitude ~ 400 V. 
i) The maximum voltage measured on one probe occurs <l>>sec "fter 

cusp discharge, and is ~ 1.5 kV. 
d) Oscillations of - 2 MHz are seen during the rise of the cusp 

(Fig. 59). The amplitude of these oscillations, - 30 v/cw, 
is maxiiium at - 50 mTorr fill pressure. 

e) The oscillation amplitude is larger for reversed bias than 
for zero or parallel bias. 
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Fig. 59: Measured electr ic f ie ld vs time in T V with and without 
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Rogowski co i ls , are also shown. 
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IV. DISCUSSION 
The use of spectroscopy as a plasma diagnostic has many advantages. 

Light is emitted throughout the evolution of the plasma, and its col
lection is non-perturbing. The characteristics of this light, such as 
its intensity as a function of wavelength, widths and shapes of 
spectral lines, and line center location depend on the nature of the 
plasma. Information on what elements are present, electron anC 
ion temperatures and densities, magnetic and electric field strengths, 
and the properties of possible turbulence present in the plasma may be 
obtained. The disadvantage of using spectroscopy as a diagnostic is 
that often the measurement is difficult to interpret. One problem is 
that many effects are usually present at once, and separating their 
effects on tha measured light is difficult. Another problem is that 
the measurement is line of sight — the collected light comes from 
many spatial positions across the plasma. Unless the plasma has 
spatial symmetry, or many lines of sight are taken to ensure a good 
reconstruction, »b-»t"> the exact loca.ion of the emitters is dif
ficult to ascertain. The light may originate in regions having dif
ferent plasma properties, and, thus, interpretation becomes uncertain. 
For example, since the measurement of some plasma properties requires 
the intensity at several wavelengths, there alwf.ys exists some uncer
tainty as to whether the light originates from the same region along 
the line of sight. Another problem is that the intensity of the 
emitted light arising from a bound-bound transition depends on the 
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density of the emitters in the upper state of the line. This in turn 
depends on the plasma parameters. This dependence is a function of 
the plasma model assumed. Some plasma models, as applied to the 
Tormac plasma, are discussed in Appendix B. 
A. General Theory of Line Emission 

For a bound-bound transition, the emissivity at wavelength x and 
position x, defined as the power radiated at that position and 
wavelength per volume, solid angle, and wavelength Interval, may be 

60 
written as 

*(2.c) 2r o 

( » . * ) - _ y - * ^ f f f l n N m ( x ) L U , x ) . 
x 3m 

where m * upper state of the line 
n . lower state, 
g = degeneracy of state n, 

2 2 

r - classical electron radius . e /mc 
t = absorption oscillator strength, 
N (.') * density of emitters in state m at position x, 

and L(x,x) = lineshape factor, which satisfies 

jl{x,x)ax = 1. 
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The intensity of the radiation I(x,x), defined as the power at position 
x and wavelength x per area, solid angle, and wavelength interval, is 
measured by the polychromator. It obeys the following radiation 
transfer equation: 

3j- I(x,x) < e(x,x) - k(x,x) I(x,x), 

where k(x,x) is the total absorption coefficient, defined and applied 

to Tormac in Appendix C. For an optically thin plasma (see 

Appendix C), the solution of this equation may be written as 

I ( \ ) - j c(x,x)dx 

h(2»c) 2r g 
" T-* f f«.n / \™ W**' 

x in 

where I(x) is the intensity measured at the detector, and the integral 
is over the line of sight through the plasma. This equation shows 
that the measured intensity gives information on the plasma parameters 
not only through N(x) (Appendix B ) , but also through L(i,x), the 
line shape factor. 
B. Line Broadening Mechanisms 

L(x,x) is affected by the plasma through the action of various 
broadening mechanisms. By knowing which broadening mechanism is 
dominant, or by folding in the effects of several mechanisms on 
L(x,x), infonnation on various plasma parameters may be obtained. A 
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discussion of these broadening mechanisms Is, therefore, necessary to 
understand the shape of spectral lines. 

Natural line broadening, due to uncertainty in the energy of the 
levels, 1s never a factor, and is ignored. Doppler broadening is the 
broadening of spectral lines due to motion of the emitters. This 
motion causes a shift in the wavelength of the emitted line, expressed 
as 

»* - xo ! • 

where AX is the wavelength shift, n is the wavelength of the light 
measured in the frame of the emitter, v is the velocity of the emitter 
away from the detector, and c is the speed of light. If f(x,v) Is the 
velocity distribution function of the emitting particles at position 
x, the line shape L(»,x) for Doppler broadening is given by (see 
Appendix 0) 

00 

LU.x) = [ « U - * 0 - « ) f(x.v) dv. 

The delta function is used here since natural line broadening is 
ignored, and only Doppler broadening is considered If the emitters 
have a Maxwellian distribution with zero average velocity, then 

<"(X,V) = yj^ 
( Z « ) 1 / Z V t h(x) 2Vth(x)< 
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and 

LU.x) TTJ-S e x p 

L 2 i o * vth Z< x)J ' 
where 

W"> . (1^) 1" thl 

T(x) is the emitter temperature at x and H is mass of the emitter. 
The full width at half maximum of the line is then given by 

« 1 / 2 . 2 3' 2 (in 2) 1' 2 » 0l/H|I. 

For Hell 4686 A, this gives 

A*l/2 * |r30~ A ' 
for He 4861 A 

"l/2 = V 7 A ' 

where T is the ion temperature in eV. Therefore, if thermal Doppler 
broadening is dominant, the line is Gaussian, and the width gives the 
temperature of the (jnitters. The additional requirement for this 
analysis to be valid is discussed briefly in Appeidix D. 
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Another broadening mechanism that is Important in laboratory 
plasmas is Stark broadening. Electric fields associated with either 
individual charged particles or with collective modes split and shift 
the energy levels of the emitter. The result Is a shape and a 
broadening of the line which depends on the density and temperature of 
the perturbers in the first case, or the frequency and magnitude of 
the field in the second case. 5 4 - 5 7«60-62,64,67-78 T h e H J C t f o r m i s 

very dependent on which line is involved, and the calculations can be 
quite complex (Appendix D ) . 

The effect of individual charyeo particles on Hell 4686 A has been 
calculated. The full width at half maximum due to interparticle 
fields, including correlation effects, may be written 

AX - 2.9 x H T 1 4 N - 8 3 A. e 

The effect of the perturber temperature on the width of this line is 
small. The full width at half maximum for HB 4861 A is 

AX - 2.0 x 1CT 1 0 H2'3 A. e 

Both of these lines are subject to the linear Stark effect, in which 
the shift in the energy levels is proportional to the electric field. 
Hell 4686 A has a central, unshifted component which is strongly 
affected by electron impact broadening. He 4861 A, however, has no 
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unshifted central component, and has a central dip. It is strongly 
broadened by ion quaslstatic broadening, which accounts for the 

2/3 characteristic N dependence of the HoltsMrk theory. 
The broadening due to collective modes is similar to that due to 

individual particles, in that it can be divided Into quasi static or 
impact broadening. The two cases are distinguished by the relation
ship of the autocorrelation time of the light amplitude to the period 

78 of the mode, instead of to the collision time. For emitters 
strongly affected by quasistatii broadening - lines not having central 
Stark components such as HB - the relation between the full width of a 
line arising from a transition n»n' and the average turbulent electric 
field of low frequency modes (quasistatic), for the linear Stark 
efect, is given by 

3 <n 2-n' 2)fu 0
2 

" = T 2.2 mec E > 

where m is the mass of the electron, E is the c-lectric field strength 
in CGS units, and Z is 1 for hydrogen, 2 for helium. Lines having 
stronq central components, such as Hell 4686 A, are not appreciably 
broadened by these quasistatic fields. 

High frequency modes, usually «~» n, broaden lines by impact 
broadening. Therefore, the effect of thess modes on the full widths 
of lines not having a central component is small. At these 
frequencies, the magnitude of the electric field is -.mportant in 
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determining the effect of these "odes on the lines. TMO frequency 
ranges are Important: 1) the frequency of the aodes, », is larger 
than »-, the precession frequency ef tr» dipole aoae-.t cf the 
emitter in the electric field - perturbation theory M y be used. 
and 2) the frequency is snalter than ».. For case 1, 

U > U>r " 7 ' n 

where a i* the Bonr radius, and n Is the jpper Jevei quanta 

number. This leads to a series of s a t e l l i t e s , located at a distance 

fron the unbroadened line given by 

" 1 - ' ?7c" ' 

where i is an integer. The intensity of these sate l l i tes is d»pendent 

on the stochasticity of the f ie lds. * Note mat i f these nodes nave 

a frequency spread, the satel l i tes are spread out, and may not appear 

as dist inct . For case ? , » < » , , the f u l l math of lines having a 

central component is enhanced, and is given i,, 

2 

" " m ^ T H e " 2 f" 2 " ' " I - » / - «• * ^ • e p 

where n is the principle quant jm number of tne upper ;:ate, r,, 
n-, and m are parabolic quantum numbers, ano k is the energy 
density of Langmui? oscillations. 
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JsT d k -
For Langnwir turbulence in Tormac, the critical field for which 

uc « «. for Hell 4686 A is 
E P 

2uh 
Ec - Sn^e " 1 2 s M'« • 

For E < E , this mode should create satellite... Note that these 
satellites are at least as broad as the line itself, in that they are 
not only subject to all the broadening mechanisms of the line, but 
they are also spread out due to the finite width of the turbulent 
spectrum. 
C. Experimental Data 

From the results of Thomson scattering on T IV and T V, the full 
widths of Hell 4686 A and HB 4861 A are expected to be - 0.4 A and 
0.S5 A, respectively, assuming thermal Doppler broadening. Using the 
Inferred density of - 3 x 10 cm for T I\l, the full widths of 
Hell 4686 A and He are expected to be ~ 0.2 A and - 4.2 A, assuming 
Stark broadening by interparticle fields. This is for times close to 
cusp peak. These expectations roughly agree with the measured results 
for He, within the experimental uncertainty in the density. (Recall 
that the interferometer gives a line of sight measurement, and that 
there is no way of relating this measurement of density to the col
lected light, also a line of sight measurement, with any certainty. 
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In fact, the Measured width of Hi 1s expected to be less than the 
above calculated width, since Ha would be less Intense ID the com
pressed part of the piasaa, and eaitting strongly in the low temper
ature, low density Material.) However, the calculated width of 
Hell 4686 A, folding in both of the above effects and instrumental 
effects, in no way corresponds to the measured width, fhe value of 
the density, which explained He wi^'hs, would have to be 
M i 1 0 1 5 cm - 3 to explain Hell 4686 A widths. After cusp peak, 
widths > 1 A are observed to last a very long time. Thomson scat
tering indicates that the temperature Is < 4 eV, and magnetic probes 
indicate that the open magnetic field lines have penetrated the plasma 
at this time. Therefore, density i 10 cm , needed to explain 
these widths, is unlikely. Spectroscopic measurements indicate that 
the broadening in time in T IV can be broken up roughly into two 
regions: the first region occurs during the rise of the cusp, and the 
second region begins at cusp peak. In the first region, very high 
widths are observed, which quickly fall before cusp peak. In the 
second region, the widths are much lower, and fall more slowly. The 
fact that two regions in time are found suggests that two different 
broadening mechanisms are operating in the two regions. Therefore, 
each time region will be discussed separately. 
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(1) Cusp Rise - T IV 
This period is characterized by the raf'-i rise of large magnetic 

fields in a bicusp geometry. The induced electric field calculated 
from Faraday's law for these parameters is < lkV/ca, and is insuffic
ient to broaden Hell 4686 A by the Stark iffeet. Magnetic probe and 
interferometric measurements indicate that this is a time of violent 
fluctuations in both toroidal magnetic field and density. The measured 
frequency of these fluctuations is well within the range of NHD theory 
( u « Q { ) . These facts indicate that congressional Alfven mooes are 
being excited by the cusp field. Similar aeasurenents and conclusions 

79 were reported for e - pinch experiments. In addition, it is well 
known that a non-zero fluid velocity is associated with this mode. 
This would give rise to floppier broadening. The properties of this 
MHD mode will be examined, and the characteristics of the resulting 
spectral lines will be noted. 
Compressional Alfven Mode 

To simplify the analysis, the following assumptions are made-. 
a) Low 8 — the effects of plasma pressure are discussed later. 

M e 
b) Terms of order TT- are ignored. 
c) Infinite conductivity — the effects of finite conductivity are 

discussed later. 
d) No sources or sinks of particles. 
e) All quantities are written as A (£,t) = A^(£,t) + A ^ V . t ) , 

where the superscripts indicate the order, and A* '«/r . 
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•f) u ' 0 ' « £ ( 0 ) - j f 0 ' - 0 — no zero order fluid velocity, 

electric f ield, or current, 

g) For this node »«n . . 

Define the following: 

P « mass density - IM N , 

o e « charge density • Eq N , 

U * fluid velocity - * 5 " 
— J A 

J - current density « IN q U , 
IS = average fluid velocity of species - /dv f (v)v, 

and s * species label. 
Using these assumptions, the zero order equations yield the 

following solutions: 

,f - 0, 
p,l ' = constant in time, m 

and Jr ' = constant in time. 
Note that p^ and B' ' may still be functions of space. Using 
these solutions and the above assumptions, the equations for the first 
order quantities may be written as follows: 

1) ^ • V ( P B
1 0 , U < 1 > > 
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Z ) °m ^T^ "c ̂  x £ 

3) E ^ + I u l » « l < « . 0 

4) V E ^ - ^ p * " 

0) , » £ » ) - - I ^ 

6 ) , X B ( ' . ) . 1 I J(D 

At t h i s p o i n t , one other assumption w i l l be introduced. Assume 

tha t p^ ' and j r ' are also uniform in space. The consequents 

of removing t h i s assumption are discussed la te r . This now allows the 

first order quantities to be written as 

i(k-r-»t) 

The compressional Alfven mode has the following properties 

A 1 1 ' (r , t ) = A^1' e 

12. 

Ji'Io = " ' i - e *» t n e w a v e ' s transverse, 

k l B < ° ) , 

and EjV0 ' 

Incorporating these into the first order equations yields 

k2 £(1) = 4»i« j(l) 
-o 2 -o ' 
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and 

^ #> * V V ° i.CI) - • • 
where 

2 4 . N<°> e 2 

V>* l£ 

Q (0 ) e ! 1 0 1 

and 

JO) eB<°> 
"e - T - c -

This gives the dispersion relat ion 

« = * kV. , 

where 

R ( 0 ) 
V. = B 

A " , „ . (OKI/2 

These relations show that the current and the electric field are in 
the same direction. Also, the magnetic field of this mode is in the 
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same direction as the zero order f ie ld, which if the zero order field 

is in the toroidal direction agrees with the measurements. The fluid 

velocity is perpendicular to both the electric and m.jjnetic fields, 

and 1 ies along jc. 

I f the low B assumption is removed, the f irst order momentum 

equation and Ohm's law are altered as follows: 

E<U • ! „ < ! > x B<°> • - J l , p . o • 
p m e 

where P is the total electron pressure, assumed to be isotropic. The 

following adiabatic law must be included to complete the set of 

equations: 

Pe~1f = Constant , 

f+2 
where f = -i—, and f is the number of degrees of freedom. Solving 

this set of equations as before, the dispersion relation for the mode 

of interest becomes 

- k(c| + w|) J * V , 
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where C 1s the sound speed, and is given by 

"m 

For the Tormac parameters, V A - IOC . Therefore, In this plasma, 
the plasma pressure has negligible effect on this mode, and Is Ignored. 

If a non-zero resistivity were left in the calculation, the 
dispersion relation would be altered as follows: 

* k V M - L i ' 1/2 

where n is the res is t iv i ty . The effect of Increasing n Is that the 

wavelength decreases for a given • . Assuming classical resistivity 

and a wvelength of £ cm, and using the measured parameters of 

10 cm" density, 1 kG magnetic f l e i d , and 5 eV temperature, 

k V c 4 3 
"-•V , ~ 2 x 10 J 

"•V 
and, therefore, does not alter the mode significantly. One effect the 
resistivity does have is to damp the mode, with the damping rate given 
by 

,2 2 nk c 
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For a wavelength if 5 cm, y - -4.1 x 10 rad/sec, which implies a 
damping time of 15 iisec, assunlng classical resistivity and T - 5 eV. 
The shorter wavelength Modes are damped more quickly than longer wave
length modes. For this reason, the longer wavelength modes are 
expected to play a dominant role in broadening Hell 4686 A. 

The effects of the fundamental mode will now be considered. A 
slab model is assumed, with the toroidal magnetic field along the 
Z-axis, the light collection system looks along X, and k Is along X. 
This is a valid representation of the system since the acceptance 
angle of the light collection optics is so small. Assume that the 
plasma is located at |x| <_ L, so that the wavelength of the fund
amental mode is x - 4L. Also, for the fundamental mode, 
IT '(x«0, t) = 0. Using the first order equations, together with 
all the slated assumptions, the fo lowing relations may be written for 
the funaaroental mode: 

E ( 1 )(x,t) . E^> sin (|£) sin (Mt) y , 

k c 2 E ( 1 ) 

J ( 1 ) U , t ) = 4 l V ° sin {££) cos(ut) y 

c E(D 
B ( 1 )(x,t) p 2 _ C o S ($£) cos (ut) i 

c E ( 1 ) 

U ( 1 )(x,t) ^ y - sin (|i) sin (»t, x 
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P ( 0 ) C E ( 1 ) 

' i I ) « » - t > - 7 i w r C 0 S ( S > C 0 , ( - t ) • 
VA B 

and 
. (1) 0 , 

where u > I K V J » l x! 1 L, and E. ' is the parameter which 
describes the amplitude of the mode. From experimental observations, 
u - 4.4 x 10 rad/sec, and the oscillations in the field occur when 
B' 0' - lkG, and have magnitude - 600G. Taking n' 0' to be 

15 -3 - 1 x 10 cm , the fluid velocity is given by 

U { 1 )(x,t) - 4.2 x 10 6 sin (j£) sin (»t) x . 

Note that this varies in time at frequency ». It should be emphasized 
that the Hell 4686 A width is varying rapidly in time. However, the 
data acquisition system sampling frequency is comparable to •, and it 
is difficult to separate these effects. 

The oscillating field amplitude seen in the experiment is not 
small compared to the zero-order field amplitude. The linear problem 
is solved here, since it yields approximate results, and is much 
simpler than the full non-linear problem. 

Using the line shape rormula for Doppler broadening presented in 
the line broadening section, the lineshape is given by 
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! M v , ? k e x p l -
* o ( 2 w ) v th 

cU - x ) 
r - 2 - - U(x! f / Z V t t ) • 

where U(x) - 4.2 x 10 6 s i n ( | £ ) , and 

V t h 
• ( $ " 

i s assumed constant i n x . Using a formula presented ear l ie r , the 

measured i n tens i t y of the spectral l ine may be writ ten as 

IU) i j Nm(x)lU,x)J.» , 

where N (x) is the density of emitters in the upper state of the 
line whi:h participate in the postulated fluid motion. As derived 
above, the density perturbation due to this mode is proportional to 
cos (?r). so assume that N (x) « cos (ir)- Figure 60 shows the 
line shapes calculated using the above assumptions for T equals 1 and 
5 eV, both with and without the Alfven mode present. The additional 
broadening is quite obvious; the full width of the 1 eV line without 
the mode is 0.18 A, whereas with the mode present it is 1.3 A, 
corresponding to 54 tV. As the temperature is raised, the line shape 
approaches a Gaussian. The wings of the line always appear Gaussian, 
and this is seen experimentally. The center of the line is not 
Gaussian, and this is often seen experimentally (see Fig. 42). 
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-0.5 0 0.5 
AX 

XBL806-II5H 

Fig. 60. Hell 4636A line profile vs A* with and without ATfven 
mode present for an ion temperature of 1 eV (top) and 
3 eV (bottom). 
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The line shape depends c r i t i c a l l y on what Is taken for N B (> ) , 

and, unfortunately, this cannot be known exactly. This nuaoer depends 

sensitive<y on the density and teaporature of the plasaa at point x, 

as mentioned in Appendix B. Since T(x) Is not known, N (x) cannot 

be known. Bote also that I f T varies with x. I t changes not only 

N ( x ) , but also L (» ,x ) , a>id the total effect on l[x) cannot be 

predicted without knowing the exact spatial dependence. 

Another uncertainty in this analysis is that IP , the zero 

order density, is not known here. At the t ine these modes appear, 

IP ' is varying due to the ionizing effect of the cusp f i e lds . I f 

fC ' is lower than assumed above, the broadening due to these modes 

would increase. 

One assumption used to derive these results t - s that both the 

zero order density and magnetic f i e l d were constants in space. This 

resulted in U(x) « sin ( i f - ) . The assumption was made for 

convenience. In the experiment, one would expect a peaking of the 

zero order density around x«0 due to the action of both the preionize 

and cusp f i e l d s . However, repwing his assumption results in a much 

more complicated problem. For example, keeping the x dependence of 

P < 0 ) and B<°> gives m ' 

•> /i 2 (0 ) , , 
d ru^'fxi R e f i l l " .?*!• u ( 1 ) fxi 
-^ [ U 0 (x) B (x ) ] - B ( 0 ) U f l (x) 
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where the quantities are now written as 

A(x.t) -A ( 0>(x) • A J 1 ) ( X ) e"'"1. 

If Bl ' is s t i l l assumed to be a constant, this equation reduces to 

.2 , . , J 4 « P 1 0 ) ( X ) , , , 

The problem of what tc take .- P I (x) still remains. However, 
if id '(x) is peaked at x»0. instead of being flat, and the 
fundamental mode is considered, then '.ha form of the equation 
indicates that U(x) is greater at all spatial points for the peaked 
case. Whether this has the effect of broadening the lines further 
depends on N (x). 

Much information that is not known goes into the calculation of 
the line shape. However, experimental measurements which support this 
broadening hypothesis exist. The broadening of the Oil 4705 A impurity 
line has behavior similar to Hell 4686 A; i.e., there is maximum 
broadening during cusp rise followed by a rapid fall. Also, the amount 
of broadening is the sane when looking from any direction in the 
poloidal plane, as would be expected from this mechanism. HB does not 
have similar broadening behavior in time. However, He is so strongly 
Stark broadened that this amount of Dcppler broadening is smaller than 
that due to Stark, especially later in the cusp rise. Furthermore, HB 
may not be coming frcm the same regions, as discussed earlier. 
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The energy contained in this aode Is very high. However, since 
the magnetic field penetrates Into the piasaa very quickly, the piasaa 
is on open field lines which intersect the walls. The energy froa 
this mode can be conducted along the lines and deposited In the cool, 
surrounding plasma, and on the walls. 

Higher harmonics having saaller wavelengths aust certainly exist, 
even though they are more highly damped. Their effect on the line 
shape cannot be predicted, since it depends on their relative 
amplitudes. The damping time depends on the value of the 
resistivity. If classical resistivity Is assuaed, the daaplng tiae 
for the fundamental is ?15 usee. 

It should be noted that the electric field associated with this 
mode is very small. The field magnitude is given by 

E u ' = ^ — £ 5 0 v/cm , 

where n is the index cf refraction. These fields would have no effect 
on the line through the Stark effect. 
(2) Post Cusp Peak - T IV 

By this time, the preionize and cusp banks have been crowbarred, 
and all fields are decaying. The plasma extends from the inner wall 
out, and is located on open field lines in a low s situation. The 
temperature is < 4 eV, and the density compression dies away within 
- 6 usee after cusp peak, Nevertheless, Hell 4686 A lines having 
widths > 1 A are consistently observed out to 30 ysec past cusp peak. 
(These large widths have been observed to extend longer than 50 psec 
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past cusp peak in the past.) The compression*1 Alfven nodes occurring 
during cusp rise are observed to rapidly damp out after cusp peak. 
Some other mechanism must be responsible for the broadening of the 
spectral lines, as Doppler broadening does not seen to be a major 
effect at this time. 

One striking feature found curing this period is the large 
toroidal current flowing in the plasma (Fig. 27). This current decays 
slowly, and has considerable magnitude even late In time. 
Experimental evidence exists that the broadening increases as this 
current is raised. It is well known that currents of tnis magnitude 
flowing in a cold plasma can excite t u r b u l e n c e . 7 1 , 7 5 ' 7 6 , 8 0 , 8 1 , 8 Z 

This turbulence can affect the line shapes of spectral lines. This 
possibility will now be examined. 
Turbulence 

A thermal level of fluctuating electric fields, having frequencies 
around u , always exists. The magnitude of these fields depends on 
the plasma parameters. Usually this is very small when compared to 
the average Holtsmark field strength; i.e., usually 

< E 2 >l/2 
* L turb' 1 

where E. . is the turbulent electric field strength, and <EH> is 
2/3 

the average Holtsmark field strength - 8e n . However, in Tormac, 
where the temperature is low and the density relatively high, this 
ratio is 
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< E 2 > 1 / 2 

This says that there exists a rather large level of themal fluctua
tions due to the existing plasaa conditions in Tormac, and that only a 
relatively small amount of non-thermal fluctuations, generated, 'or 
example, by a large current in the plasma, would be needed to raise 
the turbulent fields above the particle fields. If this occurs, the 
Stark broadening of the Hell 4686 A spectral lines woulo be dominated 
by the turbulent fields. 

In an earlier section, it Mas stated that such high frequency 
fields affect spectral lines through the Stark effect in the impact 
approximation. The problem of the effect of high frequency stochastic 
fields generated by a current in the plasma on lines subject to the 
linear Stark effect has been considered in Ref. 71. There it is shown 
that if the field has frequency • , the spectral line splits into a 
series of satellites spaced «. apart. The intensity of the n 
satellite is found to be 

I„ ~ exp 
J 2 
n u 

2(A«.) 

where 
\ K=l ' 

a is tt>2 constant of the linear Stark effect for the line in question, 
E. is the magnitude of the field for node k, and N modes are 
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included. This form for the Intensity of the satellites is for 

stochastic fields, and is not obtained for the •onochraHtic, fixed 

phase case. For Langauir waves, the dispersion relation is given by 

J - « p

2 (1 • 3 k2 x2) , 

where x 1s the Debye length. Therefore, the actual frequency of 
the turbulence is slightly different fro* • ; i.e., • depends on k-
When a beam of electrons passes through the plasaa, Langnuir 

81 turbulence is excited. It has been calculated that during 
saturation stage, the intensity of mode k is given by 

3 
|E | 2 = 4 , 2 n m ^ - , 

k v 

where v and n are the velocity and density of the beam electrons, and 
m is the mass of the electron. When an allowance is made for the 

2 
dependence of u on k, and the above expression for |E k| is used, 
the line shape may be written 

2 
I(u) = exp_ 

[2 „, „2]l/2 
T I nm v I where Au = 2o 

Therefore, the line shape for a spectral line subject to the linear 
Stark effect due to stochastic Langmui- turbulence generated by a beam 
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of electrons is a Gaussian. The full width at half saxlaua for 
Hell 4686 A is given by 

tx - ?.18 x I0" 1 5 n 1' 2 v, 

where a* Is in A, n is the beam density in CM, and v is the 

velocity of the electrons in cm/sec. 

I f the expression for |E. | is integrated over k, using the 

l imits given in Ref. 71, the energy density in ergs/cn of the 

saturated turbulence is given by 

Eturb f l £ k l 2 ,. . 1 2 
ST ' J ST i k 7 r-"v • 

Combining this with the above formula gives 

E2 
- ^ - 100 (ax) 2 

OH 

The full width of Hell 4686 A at tins time is - 1.3 A. This 
corresponds to a turbulent energy density of 169 ergs/cm . At this 
time, the electron temperature is known to be < 4 eV, while Hell 4686 A 
is bright. As shown in Appendix B, this means that the temperature is 
J 3 eV. If the density is taken to be - 1 x 1 0 1 5 cm - 3, the 
plasma energy density is - 9.6 x 10 ergs/cm , so the turbulent 
energy density is - 2% of the plasma energy density. The velocity of 
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the current electrons, for this density, is - 1.9 x 10 cm/sec, 
which is of the same order as the electron thermal velocity. 

Since the plasma is in contact with the walls, the energy losses 
are expected to be large. Once the turbulence has saturated, energy 
must be fed into the system to maintain the saturated level of turbu
lence, and make up for any losses. This energy is supplied by the 
toroidal current, which is observed to decay in time. To estimate 
this energy input, the current at this time is modeled as an LR 
circuit, with L/R - 38 psec (see Fig. 27). It is necessary to compute 
the inductance of the system. This is done by modeling the plasma 
current .hannel as the inner cor^jctor of a coax cable, and the main 
field winding as the outer conductor. Estimating the current channel 
as 3 cm in radius (this is one fourth of the wavelength of the fund
amental of the congressional Alfven mode for the Tormac plasma para
meters, as discussed earlier), the inductance of the circuit is 
~ 21 uH. Using this, the energy given up by the current in the L/R 
time to the entire volume of plasma, taken as filling the vessel, is 
- 360 J. To check if this is a reasonable estimate, the loss of the 
energy of the ions is estimated as 

n j . (Volume) ,,, 

where P. is the energy lost per time due to ambipolar losses to the 
walls, T. is the loss time - 1/Cs, 1 is the length of the system, 
and C is the sound speed. P , the power loss for electrons, is 
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- 3-p^ Pfhe l*ta*>t**i«lr*WstM%t->».8 W4sifes^l«t"Mfesfeh,tl» 

tlontkhtttto* «Mpt*'ieSr«trtM'i lM'~ J eV3. "the Wsl'stttoty'tor'the 

plasrtaiitferrtrwfcrtw Uftv^aeU&NWM^iKa i ' i iu^W*hsi r , r c 

- 0.1&«lfc^1!-«. l tegir«*ir t i M« fclissl&VS&ttfer'Wsl'sUirtty, 

- 9 x iOsr 3lihL«*?-H.«*ild fte extsrttisa^ iuch'ih effect'.^ 

For EMptmMtstHt fefter*' dinsftjpof the ther»»1 fluctuations 1s 
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losse^su«5r«sff»«tW? ^<^tur^ ,«cWa'sifS, s ;aiib- th# eM&ljF'fs lost 

aloncpto* (*teh <W>fesV «Bie e-letWWf'l^^lkfrVWifos^'' Vetaif ri 

consttaWtfaifc. cTfrrfSKr'Wsferf tfS'fcnTHWr'ly to'Wt«rrWa^idoifeTed 

above4b°*> isl »ioi? dXjfecft«*«o "be1 ftf 'the-' f<ft*i %Ti ifeaft ^'electrons'. 

SinceSiDtee<ft'tt1<htf ^JWttfrte^Hrf H^n' %he: d*fectWo^'the cuVretrt, 
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it cannot generate a beam having an E x I) velocity in the toroidal 
direction. Runaway electrons are not expected to be confined for very 
long due to tne rapid penetration of the open magnetic field lines 
into the plasma. In addition, other experiments have suggested that 
such currents in a partially ionized gas tend to become striated. 
This would tend to spread out the turbulence, and hence the broadening. 
Large widths are seen over the entire vessel. The plasma current 
Rogowski belt measures only net current. The field directions and the 
freezing in of the current would tend to produce currents in opposite 
directions, so that the actual local current density in the plasma is 
probably greater than the average amount. 

Currents are known to generate other kinds of turbulence, in 
addition to the Langmuir case described above. Another example is 
ion-acoustic turbulence. These mod<»s are expected to be highly damped 
in the bulk plasma, since T - T.. However, in the vicinity of 
the current, T is expected to be larger than T., if only by a 
small amount. Therefore, near the current, ion-acoustic modes can 
exist. The intensity and spectral distribution of the modes are given 
by 7 1 

F 2 M i n C s 2 * D 
Lk R 

where C is the sound speed, and n is the density of the electrons. 
The full width at half maximum in A of a spectral line due to these 
fields is given by 
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T_ V T l / 2 oj»[v.^y 
where T and T. are in ergs, and V is tie directed velocity of 
the electrons. These quantities are not known in :he vicinity of the 
current. However, for a density of 1 x 10 cm , and an electron 
and ion temperature of 3 and 2 eV, respectively, the calculated half 
widths are between 0.5 and 2A, for reasonable values of V /V . 

The toroidal plasma current is, therefore, capable of producing 
anomalously broad Gaussian Hell 4686 A lines after cusp peak. HB at 
this time is less bright than during preionization and cusp rise, and 
the data are subject to photon noise. However, at small major radius, 
where He is brightest, lines have been found having widths ; 3 l. 
These widths are what would be expected from Holtsmark broadening, at 
the density at this location. As mentioned earlier, the width of HB 
is dominated by quasi static broadening, and impact broadening, such as 
due to this turbulence, has little effect on the width. The ion-
acoustic turbulence in Tormac may have frequency components in the 
quasistatlc regime. However, Ha is unlikely to be emitting in the 
vicinity of the current where the temperature is i3 eV, and, thus, 
does not exhibit any effects due to the turbulence. The satellites 
that are produced by impact broadening are spread out due to the 
frequency spread of the turbulence. The low light amplitude and 
consequent photon noise, together with the instrument function and 
channel separation of the polychromator, make observation of the 
satellites difficult. Other lines such as Oil 4705 A and Hel lines 
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are not subject to the linear Stark effect, and do not display this 
behavior. 
(3) T_V 

T V does not exhibit oscillations in the magnetic field. Since 
the magnitude of the field is lower than in T IV, and the rise time 
longer, it is not surprising that compressional Alfven modes are not 
launched by the rise of the cusp field. This observation is supported 
by the fact that the two regions of broadening behavior of Hell 4686 A 
found in T IV are not observed in T V. The broadening does not exhibit 
the sharp peak found in T IV, but it does resemble the post cusp peak 
broadening found in T IV. The net toroidal plasma current in T V is 
greater than that in T IV, and is expected to play a larger role in 
the broadening of Hell 4686 A. The broadening is found to vary as the 
net plasma current varies (Fig. 57). Therefore, the broadening seen 
in T V is explained by the turbulence mechanism used to explain the 
post cusp peak broadening in T IV. One difference is that more 
neutrals are present in the larger device, and provide an additional 
loss mechanism. The current oscillates in time due to the oscillating 
preionizer, but where this current is located in the plasma, and what 
fraction it is of the total plasma current is not known. The decay 
rate of the current is larger here than in T IV due to the larger size 
0e tne device. Without knowing the details of the current structure, 
it is hard to assess the effect of the larger current on Hell 4686 A. 
Howeve-, the width is determined by the energy density of the turbu
lence, which is determined by the velocity and density of the current 
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electrons. Since the plasma parameters are similar in both devices, 

the broadening is expected and is observed to be similar. 

D. Computer Simulation 

The Tormac start-up has been studied using two computer models. 

These will now be briefly discussed. 

1) A 2-D single fluid resistive MHD code has been written and run by 

A. Aydemir and C. K. Chu. It uses classical resistivity and heat 

conductivity. The following are found: 

a) The plasma does not implode to the minimum-B position. 

b) Implosion is over in 2.5 gsec, and the plasma does not 

implode evenly. 

c) The plasma then expands toward the inner wall and along the 

open field lines. 

d) By 8 usee after cusp discharge, most of the plasma is near 

the inner wall, and along a narrow strip at the midplane. 

e) During the initial part of the cusp rise, there exist closed 

poloidal field lines due to the toroidal plasma current. They open up 

at a rate faster than expected from resistive diffusion. In some 

cases, no closed lines exist after 3 usee into the cusp rise. 

These results tend to agree with the experimental measurements. 

The interferometer shows the plasma near the inner wall and not 

compressed at the minimum-B position. Magnetic probes show the 

poloidal lines quickly penetrating the plasma. 

2) A hybrid code, run by H. C. Vella at the author's request, was 
83 used to model Tormac start-up. It treats the electrons as a 
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fluid, and treats the ions as particles. The individual orbits of the 
ions in the self-cor.sistently determined electric and magnetic field; 
are followed. Possible turbulence effects during start-up are 
investigated. The following are found: 

a) It takes ~ 1.5 psec after cusp discharge for anything to 
happen for parallel bias case. 

b) For reversed bias, it takes - 2-2.5 usee for events to start. 
c) The cusp field is seen to sweep up particles in both cases, 

thoi-gh the density is more peaked and more particles are swept up in 
reversed bias case. Peak densities in the parallel bias case are 
- 3 x 10 cm , while in the reversed bias case they are i 5 x 10 cm . 

d) In the parallel bias case, toroidal field oscillations are 
seen, having magnitude up to 1 kG. Density oscillations are also seen. 

e) In the reversed bias case, very small, if any, oscillations 
are apparent, either in magnetic field or density. 

f \ Electron ar.d ion temperatures are ' 20 eV. for both cases. 
g) The effect of the turbulence is very snail. Three 

instabilities are included: ion acoustic, modified two stream, and 
Buneman. Neither the ion acoustic nor Buneman instabilities are 
detected. The modified two stream instability is seen, but the 
electric field levels are vary small, - 120 V/cm. 

h) The same general results are found for T V. Oscillations 
appear in the toroidal field and in the density for parallel bias. 
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Qualitative agreement is found between the hybrid code and t..e 
experiment. Oscillations in toroidal field and density are seen in 
the parallel bias case in T IV in both sinulation and experiment. Kuch 
less oscillation is seen in the reversed bias case. Temperatures pre
dicted by the simulation are higher than those observed experimentally. 
This would tend to turn off the Buneman instability. The densities 
given by the code cannot be verified by experiment, due to the line of 
sight nature of the interferometer measurement. The behavior of T v 
does not agree with the simulation. No oscillations at all are seen 
contrary to the code. 

Because of the oscillations, the parallel bias runs developed 
numerical problems before cusp peak. The reversed bias case ran much 
longer. No times after cusp peak were simulated. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
The Tormac plasma in T IV and T V has been studied using a variety 

of diagnostics. A consistent picture has emerged. The plasma is 
partially ionized, - 50S>, by the preionization bank. The cusp field 
further ionizes the plasma to i 90", and moves it toward the inner 
wall. Exclusion of the main confinement magnetic field is not 
maintained for more than 2 usee, and in T V, no exclusion of the 
toroidal field is observed at all. No thin sheath is found, and the 
open magnetic field lines do not remain separated from the Sulk plasma. 
The electron temperature, as measured Dy Thomson scattering, is 
< 10 eV. Conditions are such that the electrons would quickly drain 
any ion energy, forcing the ion temperature to be similar to the 
electron temperature. Therefore, the Tormac concept has not been set 
up in these experiments. 

Spectroi opy has been used as an ion temperature diagnostic bj. 
interpreting the wi>Vth<= of the Observed Gaussian Hell 4686 ?» spectral 
lines as determined by thermal Doppler broadening. This gives -esults 
which are inconsistent with the picture inferred from the other diag
nostics. The behavior of the widths of Hell 4686 £ can be olvided 
into two regions in time in T IV: 1) Large widths > 2 A, correspond
ing to an ion temperature > 100 eV, are observec during the rise of 
the cusp, and decay quickly before the peak; 2) widths - 1.3 £, 
corresponding to - 50 eV, are seen to last long after _usp peak, 
decaying with a time constant of - 50 usee. An impurity line, 
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Oil 4705 A, found in T IV has similar behavior. In T V, saaller widths 
are found, ~ 80 eV peak in temperature, and behave as the post cusp 
peak behavior found in T IV. 

An explanation of the widths found during cusp rise in T IV has 
been suggested. Ion motion associated with compressional Alfven 
modes, known to be excited by the cusp rise, causes additional 
broadening of the line by the Doppler effect. Due to the finite 
temperature of the plasma, Gaussian-like lines are produced. Widths 
inferred from the magnitude of the toroidal field oscillation are 
similar to those observed. 

Since the decay time of these modes is <15 usee, another mechanism 
after cusp peak is necessary to broaden the lines. A net toroidal 
current of ~ 10 kA in T IV and 70 kA in T V is observed to last long 
after cusp peak. It has been shown that this current is capable of 
generating turbulence having electric fields which broaden the line by 
the Stark effect. This mechanism is assumed to be responsicle for all 
of the broadening seen in T V, since no Alfven modes are observed. 
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APPENDIX A 

Structure of Hell 4686 A 

This line arises from singly-ionized helium, which is hydrogen

like in structure. The transition is from n « 4 to n • 3, and the 

emitted photon has energy 

AE = 4(13.6) [-j- - 4 1 = 2 ' M e V • 

Each of these energy levels is split due to LS (Russel-Saunders) 
coupling, and, therefore, the Hell 4686 A line actually consists of 13 

84 fine structure components. This is illustrated in Fig. Al. 
Table Al gives the line positions and relative intensities of the 13 
components, assuming the relative intensities are determine*) by a 
statistical population of the levels. 

Furthermore, each of these components are split by the Zeeman 
effect. The magnetic field cause* each component to split into (2j +l). 

_ .. .. •- --•-._.. - • — •— 
components, symmetrically distributed about the B = 0 position. This 

energy shift is gi/en by, 

AE = m. U R gB, 

energy s'.ift due to B, 
magnetic quantum number associated with level j, 
Bohr magneton, 

where AE = 
m. = J 
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R e l a t i v e 
a m p l i t u d e 
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Fig . A l . Top: Schematic of the energy levels of the riell ions 
showing the t rans i t i ons con t r ibu t ing to the Hel i 
4686A l i n e . 

Bottom: Relat ive amplitude o f the 13 t rans i t i ons 
cont r ibu t ing to Hel l 4686A vs L\, assuming a 
s t a t i s t i c a l population of the l eve ls . 
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and 

« • * » j ( r l ) *A%A\ ~,(ul) • 
where j,s,l are the quantum numbers associated with that energy 
level. For the fields found in Tormac, &E - 1.7 x 10 eV, which 
gives AX - 0.03 A. Because the full width at half maximum of the 
lines from Tormac are » 0.3 A, the Zeeman effect is unimportant. 

The n = 3 and n = 1 levels of the helium ion may a'so be split oy 
the presence of an electric field, due either to the presence of 
charged particles or to collective effects in the plasma. The elec
tric field removes the degeneracy of the sublevels and causes an 
energy shift proportional to the electric field strength. 

Each of these sub-levels is subject to the Dcppler effect. As 
seen in the discussion section, the full width at half maximum of a 
Doppler broadened line is given by 

"AA = 2 3 / 2 (ln2) 1 W~ -F^-
V M . c ' 

If the instrumental width of the polycnromator is ax., ana only 
Doppler broadening is important, then the intensity of th~ Htll 4686 A 
li ne is given by, 

I(x) 
13 

n=l 
exp 

(»-»„ 4 In 2 
(AX) 2 + (AX"? 
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where A » amplitude of the n fine structure component, and 
x = wavelength of the n fine structure component. For the 
widths seen in this experiment, fine structure is unimportant. 
Furthermore, since the instrumental broadening is ~ 0.6 A, and the 
polychronator channel separation is 0.3 A, the fine structure is never 
a factor, and is ignored in this report. 
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Table Al 

Line positions x n Relative 
Line Transition relative to intensity A„ 
number 3-4 No. 9 in A (statistical) 

1 2P - 2 D p l / 2 u 3/2 -0.427 21.27 

2 2 S - 2 P n / 2 3/2 -0.397 11.12 

3 2P - 2 S * l / 2 b l / 2 -0.280 1.11 

4 

5 

2 S - 2 P 5 l / 2 K l / 2 
2D - 2 F u 3/2 '5 /2 

-0.236 

-0.100 

5.56 

70.00 

6 2P - 2 D 3/2 u 5 /2 -0.100 3S.25 

7 2D - 2 P u 3 /2 *3/2 -0.047 u.13 

8 

9 

2P - 2 D 3/2 u 3 /2 
2D - 2 F u 5 /2 r 7 / 2 

-0.04b 

0 

4.25 

r.'u.oo 

10 2D - 2 F u 3 /2 r 5 / 2 •0.027 5.00 

11 2D - 2 P u 5 /2 r 3 / 2 +0.060 0.63 

12 2P - 2 S 3J2 ^1/2 +0.102 2.22 

13 2D - 2 P u 3/2 h l / 2 +0.114 1.13 
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APPENDIX B 

Plasma Equilibrium Models Applied to Tormac 

Plasma models are used to relate the populations of various 

quantum levels to the plasma parameters. Each model has its own set 

of assumptions and regions of validity, and care must be taken to 

apply tl.a correct model to the problem. 

Local Thermal Equilibrium (LTE): This is an equi libriuir model of 

the plasma in which all processes are balanced by their inverse pro

cesses. Since the plasma is considered optically thin (Appendix C), 

the emitted light goes through the plasma without interaction, and is 

lost. Therefore, one condition for the LTE model to be valid is that 

the collisional processes dominate the photon processes, since then 

the important processes are indeed balanced by their inverse processes. 

This condition may be written as ' * 

n > 1.72xl014 T 1 / 2 X 3, . .e - e 

where n is the electron density in cm" , T is the electron e e 
temperature in eV, and X is the energy of the emitted photon in eV. 

For the Hell 4686 A line, this criterion gives 

n > 3.2xl015 cm*3 
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for T = 1 eV. Other val id i ty cr i te r ia may be found in Reference 60. 

I f LTE is va l id , the equilibrium may be described by the following: 

n(z,q) g(z,q) 
e - [E(p) - E (q) ] /T e 

and 

n ( z - l . l ) n , + 1 , , , / 2 . mT \ i * 1 ' 1 * "e q(z+l , l ) 2 Z 2 , m T e \ 
n(z,l) " g lz i l ) V " ^ / 

e 

where n(z,p) = density of ions in ion iza t ion state z and n qua-fur 

level p, 

g(z,p) = degeneracy of level p of ion iza t ion state z, 

E(p) = energy of level p, 

T = e lectron temperature in energy u n i t s , 

n = electron dens i ty , 
e • " 

X = ion izat ion energy of ion of .(large z, 

t = lowering of ion iza t ion energy due to presence of 

, 60,62 
plasma, ' 

• . jn =. ele^tran-mais, . . » _ 

and P = 1 indicates the ground state. 

These equations are solved for the Tormac plasma (W H,, 20 Ke) 

for various initial fill pressures. Figure Bl shows the ground state 

densities of the various species as a function of electron teraperature 

for 30 mTorr fill pressure. Figure B2 shows the density of the n = 4 

level of hydrogen and ionized helium as a function of electron temper

ature (Ha 4861 A and Hell 4686 A originate from these levels). Note 

that this "lodel indicates that Hell 4686 A has maximum intensit> 
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XBL 8 0 4 - 7 3 3 

Fig. B l : Ground state populations of various species vs temperature 
fo r 30 mTorr f i l l pressure in LTE. 
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T(eV) 

XBL 8 0 4 - 7 3 5 

Fig. B2: Populations of n = 4 level of hydrogen and ionized 
helium vs temperature for 30 mTorr fill pressure in LTE. 
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for T near 4 eV. From the va l id i ty c r i te r ion , these numbers may 

not be correct for a f i l l pressure of 30 mTorr, although the general 

trends are certainly correct. 

Steady State Corona Equilibrium: In this model, processes are not 

balanced by their inverse processes. Equilibrium between states of 

different ionization levels is determined by a balance between 

electron col l isions! ionization and radiative recombination. This 

model is valid at lower densities than LTE, for then three body re 

combination (A +e+e*A+e) becomes negligible compared to radiative 

recombination (A +e*A+hv). Within a given ionization leve l , electron 

coll isional excitation is balanced by spontaneous emission. This 

equilibrium is then described by 

n(z,p) "e " ( V 1 ' " ' 
1 * I 7 T T " I A(p,g) 

q<p 

and 

n (z+ l , l ) _ S ( T e ' z ) 

n ( z , l ) _ « (T e , z+ lJ 

where X(T ,l,p) = excitation coefficient - number of electron 

excitation collisions in 1 cm per second 

from the ground state to state p in the same 

ionization level, 

A(p,q) = Einstein spontaneous decay coefficient - number 

of decays per second from state p to state q, 
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S(T ,z) • ionization coefficient - number of electron 
ionization collisions in 1 cm per second 
from the ground state of level z to the grounq 
state of level (z+1), 

and a(T ,z+l) = radiative decay coefficient - number of decays 
in 1 cm per second from the ground state of 
level (z+1) to the ground state of level z. 

Values of these rate coefficients are discussed in Reference 63. 
Figure B3 shows the ground state densities of the various species of 
the 30 mTorr Tormac plasma as a function of electron temperature. 
Figure B4 shows the n = 4 level of ionized helium as a function of 
T . Note that in this model, this peaks at 7 eV, as opposed to 4 eV 
in the LTE case. In this model, the ground state populations are much 
greater than the populations in the excited levels. As a result, no 
ionization takes rlace from an excited level - unly from the ground 
state. This model is valid for low densities and high temperatures. 

In the collisional radiative model, * the rate equations 
• > • - •-- - . - _ 

themselves are solved; the time derivatives are not, in general, set 
to zero and ionization from the excited levels is included. ' * 
More physics is included in this model and, therefore, the system 
becomes more difficult to solve. This has not been done, although 
this is certainly the correct model for Tormac. The LTE and corona 
models bracket the Tormac case, and are more easily solved. They show 
that, in equilibrium, singly ionized helium becomes doubly ionized 
between 4 and 8 eV. This says that in equilibrium Hell 4686 A light 
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XBL 8 0 4 - 7 3 7 

Fig. 33: Ground state i.opulations for various species vs electron 
temperature for 30 mTorr fill pressure in corona 
equilibrium. 



XBL 8 0 4 - 7 3 4 

Fig. B4: Populations of n = 4 level of hydrogen and ionized 
helium vs e lectron temperature fo r 30 mTorr f i l l 
pressure in corona equ i l ib r ium. 
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Is useful as a diagnostic for T < 10 eV. At higher temperatures, 
1t 1s certainly burned out, and any tight seen along a line of sight 
comes from lower temperature material, presumably located outside the 
region of interest. 
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APPENDIX C 

Light In tens i ty and Opt ical Depth 

Define the t o t a l absorpt ion coe f f i c i en t at wavelength j and 

60 pos i t ion x as 

k < l ' *> - °L Nn<*> " °nm V * > . 
where o* = absorption cross sect ion = inn 

i o nm 

i r o fn.n x 2 l- ( i' x )> 
ir.duced emission cross section 

m,n = upper, lower state, 
f = absorption oscillator strength, 
r = classical electron radius = 

e2 
mc 

N (x) = density of particles in state n at position x, 
g = degeneracy of level n, 

and L(x,x) = normalized line shape factor. 
Note that this not only takes into account the absorption of the 
photon propagating through the plasma, but also the induced emission 
of other photons as a result of this propagation. k(*,x) may be 
written as 
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, g„ r g_ N (x) -1 

The optical depth may then be defined as 

T(X,X) " / * (x.x')dx' , 
x 

where L is the edge of the plasma near the detector, and x is some 

position inside the plasma; i.e., optical depth is the integral of the 

total absorption coefficient along the path of the light, extending 

back into the plasma from the detector, and is a dimensionless number. 

The larger T(X,X) is, the larger the role absorption plays in the 

radiation transfer process, and, therefore, the more complicated the 

problem becomes. This is because the absorption coefficient depends 

on the population of the excited level, which depends to somr- extent 

on the absorption of the radiation. For very large T(X,X), the 

measured intensity approaches that of a black body. 

The general radiation transfer equation is given by 

^ I(x,x) = e(x,x) - k(x,x) IU,x), 

where I(x,x) = intensity (power per area, solid argle, and 

wavelength interval) at wavelength x and 

position x, 

and e(x,x) = emission (power per volume solia angle, and 

wavelength interval) at wavelength x and 

position x. 
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The general solution of this equation in terms of optical depth is 

given by 

1(»,L) = j t(i,x) e'" T (*' x' d«, 
x o 

where I(»,L) is the intensity measured al the detector (< = l), > 

is the far edge of the plasma, the integral is over the light path, 

and it is assumed that no light enters the plasma from an external 

source. For the case of optically thin plasma (:«1), to lowest 

order, the measured intensity is 

I(*,L) = f c(x,x) dx . 
x o 

To ensure that the Tormac plasma is optically thin, an LT£ model 

of the plasma is assumed (Appendix B). This is done for two reasons: 

1) this is the easiest case to do, ano 2) this is the worst case in 

the sense that if the plasma is optically thin in this model, then it 

will be optically thin in the corona model, and also in the true 

model, which is bracketed by these models. For LTE, 

N m ( x ) % f -he 1 
^ *% e x p b 7 ^ J • 

where x = wavelength of line interest = 
o " 
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he 
E m - E n ' 

and E = energy of level m. For a homogeneous LTE plasma of length 

t, the op t i ca l depth i s given by 

i ( x ) - 8 . 8 5 * l < r 1 3 S J f m n L ( i ) N m [ e x p ( ^ ) - l ] . . 

I f the l ine in question is assumed to be Ooppler broadened, 

l " J V t h * o L T o J 

where v t „ , ( { - ) ™ . 

The l i ne center has the largest op t i ca l depth, so the ca lcu la t ion w i l l 

be done fo r the l ine center . The op t i ca l depth at l i ne center may 

then be w r i t t en as 

T ( A J = 3.53xlCT 1 3 J - ^ x f N [exppS-V l ] i . 

For Hel l 4686 k, 

V t h = 4 .95x l0 5 T 1 / 2 cm/sec, 

fmn " ° - 8 4 2 

9 n • 9 3 - 18, 

9 m - 94 " 3 2 ' 

and T = ion temperature in eV. 
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Therefore, the optical depth por length of plasma for Hell 4686 A is 
given by 

•t 4.75xl0~ 1 3 „ / T T J2.(A\ ,1 
j . = - 7 7 5 — N4 l T ) L e x p r n - JJ 

For He 4861 A, 

V t h = 9.9xl0 5 I112 cm/sec, 

fmn - 0.1193, 

% - 9 2 - 8 ' 
and 9m = 9 4 = 32. 

Therefore, the optical depth per length of plasma for HB 4861 A is 
given by 

-14 1.55x10 i q
 u , TvL v„/2.56\ ."] — m N4(T)|exp^p-j- lj 

Figure CI shows the optical depth per length of a 30 mTorr Tormac 
pi a w for Hell 4685 A and Ha 4861 A, assuming a homogeneous LTE 
plasma, and assuming the line snape is determined solely by Doppler 
broadening. For this case the plasma is definitely optically thin. 
This analysis was also done for fill pressures out to 500 mTorr, and 
the plasma was found to be optice'ly thin to these two spectral 
lines. Of course, at such high fill pressures as 500 mTorr, if there 
were any substantial compression, the plasma would not be optically 
thin. However, for 550 mTorr fill pressure and Tormac type density 
compression, the plasma is always optically thin. 
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yBU 8 0 4 - 7 3 6 

Fig. CI: Optical depth per length of a 30 mTorr plasma vs 
temperature for Hell 4686A and Ks 4861A, assuming 
LTE and Doppler broadening. 
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APPENDIX Q 

Line Shape 

The t o t a l power radiated at frequency u per frequency in te rva l tor 

spontaneous e l ec t r i c d ipole emission is given by ' 

P<"> - T H " I | < n W m >[ 6 U -" m n> V 
c m,n 

where 

E - E ui = m n mn r 

P is the p robab i l i t y of occurrence of i n i t i a l s tate m, and r. i s the 

pos i t ion vector of t^.e rad ia t ing e lec t ron . The average over i n i t i a l 

states and sum over f i n a l states is done to include a l l cont r ibut ions 
4 

to the l i n e . Over the spectral l i n e , w remains approximately 

constant, so the frequency dependence is usual ly separated as fo l l ows : 

. 4 2 
P(w) =t i ^ - L ( u ) , 

i C

J 

V~ I 12 
where L(u) = \ <n|£|m) { ( ' " " u n in ' p m' L ( " 1 ' ' t n e l i n e shape, 

m,n 
contains the fas t u dependence. Define the Fourier transform of the 

l ine shape as 
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#(T) , f 4,e _ 1" TL(«) = ] [ e ^"^ |<n|r|m) \ \ 
- m m i n 

(1) 

Since L{») is rea l , * ( i ) = < ( - x ) , so the l ine shape may be written 

as 

K - ) - ^ / dTei<UT*(x) - I i d j d V ^ d ) ] . 
— c 

The purpose of introducing i{i) is that it has a simple interpre
tation; it is the autocorrelation function of the emitted light 
amplitude. Furthermore, it is easier to work with than the formula 
for L(u). Once 0(t) is obtained, L(m) is computed using the above 
formula. 

Define A(t) as tne amplitude of tne emitted light, ano a(wj as its 
Fourier transform: 

a(») = ̂  f dt e i , o tA(t) . 

By manipulation, autocorrelation of the light amplitude = 

<A(t+i)A*(t)> = <A(t)A*(t-T)> 

/ H CA I -,iu't-iu(t + rj ... . * ,,. dii J d» e > (o(u)a i» )) , 

and 
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(aWa*(«')) . j ^ J di (AltlA'lt-i))1"'*!.-.') , 

where the brackets indicate a statistical average, and it is assumed 

that the process is stationary. From the theory of stochastic pro

cesses, the Fourier transform of the correlation function of the 

amplitude of the stochastic variable is the spectral power P(iii), the 

power per frequency interval. Using the above expressions, 

<a(u)a (w')> = P(o)) S(OJ-U'), 

and <A(t+T)A*(t)> = /due " 1 u TP(« 1) = «(i), 

where the constant factors have been ignored. 

As an example, consider Doppler broadening. Define the phase 

shift of the light amplitude between times t, and t, due to motion 

or collision as 

t z 

e ( W = / i u ( t , ) d t' 
h 

where Am is the frequency change due to the process in question — 

hsre the motion of the emitter. The light amplitude may be written as 

A(t) = e ' V " i e ( t > 0 ) 

-«refore, «{T) = <A(t+i)A*(t)> = { e ' ^ V + e ( t + T ' t ) ) > . 

•-.' Soppier, AU = u o l y j Q that 
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r t + T n i l • I f i , t) **0J Z±-L df . 
t 

If one assumes that the time T is « t f . the mean time between 
collisions, then the probability of a collision in time T is 
negligible, and v(t') is constant. Therefore, 

« T ) » f dv f(v) e - i ( V ' o c l T 

where f(v) is the velocity distribution function of the emitters. The 
line shape is then given by 

v. L( u) = 27 / ° di e 1 " 7 /" dv f(v) e- i ( uo * u o C ) T 

J*" dV f(v) 6 (u -a) - (ii — I 

o o c' 

This agrees with the line shape formula presented in the discussion 
section. Note that this analysis indicates an additional validity 
criterion: T « T f • Since -i - (u, . - ) " , where u, .„ is the 
width of the line, this criterion becomes: 

mfp o 

where x , is the mean free path of the emitters, and \ is the 
wavelength of the emitted light. This condition is easily met in 
Tormae, 
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Stark calculations * are much more involved in that the 
light ampi.tude correlation function cannot be written down as easily 
as for the Doppler effect. Equation 1 is usually rewritten as 

«( T) = Tr [r T + r T p] , 

where T is the time development operator of the system, o is the 
density matrix, and Tr indicates the trace. The problem is then 
simplified by making the classical path approximation, which reduces 
the problem to the solution of the Schrodinger equation for the 
emitter wave functions. The perturbing electric fields are due to 
perturbers, which are assumed to be moving along classical paths. 

Th? problem is then simplified further by breaking the problem 
into two extreme cases: 

1) Quasistatic Broadening - where the autocorrelation time of the 
light amplitude is much less than the collision time. The motion of 
the perturbers is unimportant. The line width is calculated by assum
ing the perturbers are at fixed positions and solving for tf(-r). This 
gives a spectrum of sharp lines. Then, a statistical average over the 
perturber positions is performed, and a broadened line is produced. 
2) Impact Broadening - where the autocorrelation time of the light 
anplitude is much longer than the collision time. Many collisions are 
necessary to perturb the emitter. The broadening is calculated by 
adding a non-hermitian interaction to the atomic Hamiltonian, and 
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solving the Schrodinger equation for the time evolution operator. 
This is then used to calculate t{-). For details, the reader is 
referred to the literature. 
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